
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS  

 
MARLENE TURVILL, individually and on ) 
behalf of all similarly situated persons, ) 
   ) No.: 
  Plaintiff, ) 
 v.  ) JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
   ) 
VOLKSWAGEN GROUP OF AMERICA, INC., ) 
and VOLKSWAGEN AG, ) 
   ) 
  Defendants. ) 
 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
 

Plaintiff MARLENE TURVILL (“Mrs. Turvill” or “Plaintiff”), by the undersigned 

counsel, brings this action on behalf of herself and all similarly-situated persons who purchased 

or leased “Affected Vehicles” (defined below) manufactured, distributed, or sold by Defendants 

VOLKSWAGEN GROUP OF AMERICA, INC. and VOLKSWAGEN AG (collectively, 

“Volkswagen” or “Defendants”) for claims under federal and state law, and states for her 

Complaint against Defendants as follows: 

NATURE OF THE CLAIM 

1. Since at least 2009, Volkswagen has intentionally and systematically cheated its 

customers, lied to the government, violated the Clean Air Act, and misled the public in 

connection with its marketing and sale of vehicles equipped with so-called “TDI® clean diesel 

engines.”  Volkswagen’s deceptive acts duped eco-friendly consumers, including Mrs. Turvill, 

into purchasing cars with diesel engines that Volkswagen falsely claimed meet the U.S. emission 

standards without sacrificing efficiency, torque, and acceleration.  The affected “clean diesel” 

cars include the Jetta, the Jetta Sportwagen, the Golf, the Audi A3, the Beetle, the Beetle 

Convertible, the Passat, and the Golf Sportwagen (the “Affected Vehicles”).  Volkswagen’s 
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“clean diesel” cars have now been determined to be anything but clean. Volkswagen has 

admitted that discrepancies related to the Affected Vehicles impact “some eleven million 

vehicles worldwide,” and its officers have further admitted that the company was “dishonest,” 

has “totally screwed up,” and has engaged in “misconduct.” 

2. Volkswagen secretly inserted an intricate code in the software contained in the 

Affected Vehicles’ electronic control module (“ECM”), which the Environmental Protection 

Agency (“EPA”) calls a “defeat device,” that tracked steering and pedal movements.  When 

those movements suggested that the car was being tested for nitrous-oxide emissions in a lab, the 

car automatically turned its pollution controls on.  The rest of the time, the pollution controls 

were switched off.  As a result of Volkswagen’s illegal practices, the Affected Vehicles were 

able to bypass EPA compliance testing, and spew as much as 40 times the pollution as was 

allowable by law. 

3. Similar to at least 482,000 others who purchased or leased Affected Vehicles 

since 2009, Mrs. Turvill paid a premium to purchase a 2013 Jetta, with Clean Diesel TDI, 

precisely because Defendants touted it as an environmentally-friendly car, a cause that is of 

utmost importance to Plaintiff, with low emissions and an adequately-powerful engine.  

Individually and on behalf of all similarly-situated persons, Plaintiff seeks redress for 

Defendants’ fraud and deception, breach of contract, and breach of warranties, among other 

claims set forth below. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) 

because the amount in controversy exceeds $5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and 
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minimal diversity exists because Plaintiff and many Class Members are citizens of states 

different from Defendants’ home states. 

5. The Court has personal jurisdiction over all Defendants under Illinois law and the 

U.S. Constitution because they conduct regular and systematic business in the State of Illinois, 

have sufficient minimum contacts in the State of Illinois, and each Defendant otherwise 

intentionally avails itself of the benefits of the State of Illinois through the promotion, marketing, 

and sale of the Affected Vehicles.  The Court also has personal jurisdiction over Defendants 

under 18 U.S.C. § 1965 because they are found or have agents or transact business in this 

District.  Furthermore, a significant number of Defendants’ vehicles, including the Affected 

Vehicles, are sold and leased in the State of Illinois, and, upon information and belief, the State 

of Illinois is participating in an investigation into Volkswagen’s use of “defeat devices” in the 

Affected Vehicles through the State’s consumer protection and environmental protection 

divisions. 

6. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a) because a substantial 

part of the events or omissions giving rise to these claims occurred in this District.  Plaintiff 

resides in this District and Volkswagen has advertised, marketed, sold, and leased the Affected 

Vehicles within this District.  The wrongful acts alleged herein have affected members of the 

putative class who live within this District. 

PARTIES 
 

7. Plaintiff Marlene Turvill is an individual residing in the City of Evanston, 

located in Cook County, Illinois.  In November 2012, she purchased a new 2013 Volkswagen 

Jetta with a “TDI® clean diesel engine” from the Autobarn, an authorized Volkswagen dealer in 

Evanston, Illinois.  Plaintiff is a physician who treats patients with head trauma and other 
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injuries.  In addition, she operates an online store called HealthyGreenGoods.com, which 

specializes in organic and allergen-free products, including air and water filters.  Prior to the 

events herein alleged, Plaintiff was a devoted customer of Volkswagen, and anticipated driving 

the vehicle for professional and personal reasons, including taking her two children to school.  

Plaintiff still owns this vehicle.   

8. Defendant Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. is a New Jersey corporation, with 

its principal place of business located in Herndon, Virginia.  It does business in all 50 states and 

in the District of Columbia.  At all relevant times, it designed, manufactured, imported, 

distributed, sold, warranted, advertised, and marketed the Affected Vehicles with the “TDI® 

clean diesel engine” that contained a secret “defeat device” in the vehicles’ ECM software.  

Volkswagen also developed and disseminated the owner’s manuals and warranty booklets, 

advertisements, and other promotional materials relating to the Affected Vehicles. 

9. Defendant Volkswagen AG is a foreign, for-profit corporation.  Its principal place 

of business is at 38436 Wolfsburg, Germany.  Volkswagen AG is one of the world’s largest car 

manufacturers.  It owns and controls the brand names Volkswagen, Rolls-Royce, Bentley, Audi, 

Lamborghini, Skoda, and Seat.  At all relevant times, it designed, manufactured, imported, 

distributed, sold, warranted, advertised, and marketed the Affected Vehicles with the “TDI® 

clean diesel engine” that contained a secret “defeat device” in the ECM software.  Volkswagen 

AG delivers its products into the stream of commerce with the expectation that they will be 

purchased by consumers in the United States and the State of Illinois. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. The Clean Air Act Prohibits “Defeat Devices.” 

10. The Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations were created to reduce 

nitrous oxides and other pollutants emitted by automobiles and require automobile 

manufacturers to install emission control devices to ensure that each diesel vehicle sold in the 

U.S. complies with Clean Air Act emission standards during operation, as well as to certify that 

such devices have been installed, are operative, and that they meet the standards. 

11. To accomplish this, the EPA administers a certification program and issues 

certificates of conformity (“COC”) to compliant vehicles.  40 C.F.R. § 86.1811-04.  Automobile 

manufacturers must first submit an application to obtain a COC, and must justify each auxiliary 

emission control device (“AECD”), which are design elements that can modulate, delay, or 

deactivate the operation of any part of the emission control system that reduces emission 

effectiveness, and explain why that AECD is not a “defeat device.”  40 C.F.R. § 86.1844-

01(d)(11).  Cars with “defeat devices” cannot be certified because they are unlawful under the 

Clean Air Act and illegal to sell in the U.S.  See 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a)(3)(B); 40 C.F.R. § 86.1854-

12(a)(3)(ii). 

B. The Affected Vehicles Were Manufactured With Illegal “Defeat Devices.” 

12. Volkswagen’s advertisements assure consumers that its vehicles are equipped 

with the cleanest diesel engines in the market that are environmentally friendly and meet federal 

and state emission standards. 

13. Beginning in model year 2009, Volkswagen implemented its “clean diesel” 

campaign and marketed a technology called TDI – short for turbocharged direct injection – as 
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delivering more torque, better fuel economy, and reduced CO2 emissions, as reflected in this 

Volkswagen web advertisement: 

 

14. Some advertisements specifically emphasized the low emissions and eco-

friendliness of the vehicles: 
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15. Other advertisements addressed the full package, implying that in contrast to the 

“stinky, smoky, and sluggish” diesel vehicles of old, Volkswagen’s new diesel vehicles were 

clean, efficient, and powerful all at once: 

 

16. Volkswagen’s “clean diesel” representations, although false, matched others 

concerning Volkswagen’s alleged environmental conscience: 

At home in America and around the world, Volkswagen Group 
places environmental sustainability at the core of our operating 
philosophy.  We don’t just talk about it, we take action, finding 
inventive ways to be responsible in everything we do – and 
everyone, including our employees, suppliers and sales partners, is 
equally committed to ongoing improvements and innovations.  As 
a result, we are on our way toward our goal of becoming the 
world’s most environmentally sustainable automaker by 2018.1 
 

17. Similarly, Volkswagen’s marketing for its Audi line of vehicles represented that 

“Audi pioneered TDI® clean diesel engines to deliver more torque, lower fuel consumption and 

                                                 
1 http://www.volkswagengroupamerica.com/environment.html (last visited Sept. 25, 2015). 
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reduce CO2 emissions, compared to equivalent gasoline engines.  The result of this revolutionary 

engineering delivers remarkable performance, while achieving increased fuel economy.”2 

18. Thus, Volkswagen sought to create an image of its diesel vehicles as having the 

cleanest diesel engines, being environmentally friendly, and meeting federal and state emission 

regulations. 

19. To date, Volkswagen has sold at least 482,000 Affected Vehicles in the U.S.  In 

2013 alone, having exploited the environmental-sustainability theme, Volkswagen sold more 

than 100,000 “clean diesel” cars in the U.S., including Illinois.  

20. Volkswagen’s claims regarding environmental sustainability, however, cannot be 

reconciled with recent testing that shows the Affected Vehicles were freely spewing hazardous, 

smog-forming compounds in amounts up to 40 times the amount of emissions permitted by EPA 

standards.  These were false representations on which the public, including Mrs. Turvill, relied, in 

deciding whether to purchase a diesel-engine vehicle.   

21. A May 15, 2014 report issued by West Virginia University’s Center for 

Alternative Fuels, Engines & Emissions found significantly elevated nitrous oxide emissions 

when the Affected Vehicles were driven in day-to-day, real-world conditions.  That report 

triggered an enormous investigation by state and federal regulators, including the EPA and the 

California Air Resources Board (“CARB”). 

22. These investigations confirmed that Volkswagen intentionally evaded the EPA’s 

test standards by manufacturing and installing software in the Affected Vehicles that sensed 

when the vehicle was being tested for compliance with EPA emission standards.  According to 

the EPA Notice of Violation dated September 18, 2015 (attached hereto as Exhibit A), 

                                                 
2 http://www.audiusa.com/technology/efficiency/tdi (last visited Sept. 27, 2015). 
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Volkswagen created a “switch” that “senses whether the vehicle is being tested” based on 

various inputs that “precisely track the parameters of” the EPA emission standards test 

procedure.  When tested, the ECM software activated the pollution-control devices and produced 

compliant emission results under a “dyno calibration.”  During normal vehicle operation, 

however, the “switch” activated and ran a separate “road calibration,” which reduced the 

effectiveness of the emission control system, resulting in increased fuel mileage, and increased 

emissions of nitrous oxides 10 to 40 times above the permissible EPA levels, depending on the 

type of drive cycle (i.e., city or highway driving).  (See Ex. A at 4.)   

23. Nitrous oxide is a gas that reacts with volatile organic compounds in the 

atmosphere, and its emission is regulated by the EPA.  It is a highly toxic emission.  Nitrous 

oxide emissions not only contribute to nitrogen dioxide, ground-level ozone, and fine particulate 

pollution, but also carry serious health risks and are linked with asthma attacks, respiratory 

illness, and other ailments.  Given the toxic nature of nitrous oxide, the emission of the pollutant 

from vehicles, including the Affected Vehicles, is regulated and subject to specific limitations.  

See 40 C.F.R. § 86.1811-04. 

24. Volkswagen’s “road calibration” and “switch” are illegal “defeat devices,” which 

“bypass, defeat, or render inoperative elements of the vehicles’ emission control system that 

exist to comply with [Clean Air Act] emission standards,” and which Volkswagen did not reveal 

to the EPA in the COC applications it submitted.  (See Ex. A at 4.)  Volkswagen, therefore, 

violated Section 203(a)(3)(B) of the Clean Air Act, as well as Section 203(a)(1), each time it 

sold, offered for sale, or introduced an Affected Vehicle into commerce.  (Id.)  In short, 

Volkswagen cheated to get the results it desired. 
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25. This is not the first time either.  Volkswagen had a previous run-in with the EPA 

for selling vehicles that used “defeat devices” to disable pollution-control systems in four models 

of its vehicles produced in 1973.  It ultimately paid a $120,000 fine in March 1974 to settle a 

complaint filed by the EPA.3 

C. Volkswagen Admitted It Sold Vehicles Containing “Defeat Devices.” 

26. The EPA and CARB presented emission reports to Volkswagen, and the EPA 

ordered Volkswagen to recall the Affected Vehicles and repair them so that they comply with 

emission requirements during normal operation.  This culminated in a voluntary software recall 

in December 2014, however, the recall failed to remediate the pollution problem.  Nitrous oxide 

emissions were still “significantly higher” than expected during CARB’s testing, and 

Volkswagen failed to adequately explain the higher test results.  (See CARB letter dated 9/18/15 

at 2, attached hereto as Exhibit B.)  Indeed, Volkswagen will not be able to make the Affected 

Vehicles comply with emission standards without substantially degrading their horsepower and 

efficiency. 

27. In a meeting with EPA and CARB lab staff on September 3, 2015, and only after 

it became clear that CARB and the EPA would not approve the COCs for Volkswagen’s 2016 

model year diesel vehicles, Volkswagen admitted “it had designed and installed a defeat device 

in these vehicles in the form of a sophisticated software algorithm that detected when a vehicle 

was undergoing emissions testing.”  (Ex. A at 4; see also Ex. B at 2-3.) 

28. On September 20, 2015, Dr. Martin Winterkorn, then-CEO of Volkswagen AG, 

who has since resigned, stated, “I personally am deeply sorry that we have broken the trust of our 

                                                 
3 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/09/23/vw-had-previous-run-in-over-defeat-devices.html (last visited Sept. 24, 2015). 
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customers and the public . . . Volkswagen has ordered an external investigation of this matter.”  

(See Exhibit C, attached hereto.) 

29. The next day, during his address at the launch of the 2016 VW Passat on 

September 21, 2015, Michael Horn, the North America CEO of Volkswagen, admitted:  “Our 

company was dishonest with the EPA and the California Air Resources board, and with all of 

you and in my German words, we have totally screwed up . . . We have to make things right, 

with the government, the public, our customers, our employees and also very important our 

dealers . . . .”4 

30.  The following day, on September 22, 2015, Volkswagen issued an ad-hoc 

release, stating that it was “working at full speed to clarify irregularities concerning a particular 

software used in diesel engines . . . Discrepancies relate to vehicles with Type EA 189 engines, 

involving some eleven million vehicles worldwide. A noticeable deviation between bench test 

results and actual road use was established solely for this type of engine. Volkswagen is working 

intensely to eliminate these deviations through technical measures.”  (See 9/22/15 Ad-Hoc 

Release, attached hereto as Exhibit D.)  In conjunction with the ad-hoc release, Dr. Winterkorn 

issued another statement via video posted on Volkswagen’s website that “[t]he irregularities in 

our Group’s diesel engines go against everything Volkswagen stands for . . . Manipulation and 

Volkswagen – that must never be allowed to happen again . . . Millions of people all over the 

world trust our brands, our cars and our technologies.  I am deeply sorry that we have broken this 

trust. I would like to make a formal apology to our customers, to the authorities and to the 

general public for this misconduct.  We will do everything necessary to reverse the damage.”5 

                                                 
4 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/09/21/volkswagen-us-ceo-screwed-up-on-eca-emissions-diesel-test-rigging.html (last 
visited Sept. 24, 2015). 
5 http://www.carscoops.com/2015/09/watch-vw-group-ceos-video-apology-to.html (last visited Sept. 28, 2015). 
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31. Then, on September 23, 2015, Dr. Winterkorn resigned as CEO, calling this a 

“grave crisis” and stating that “I am shocked by the events of the past few days.  Above all, I am 

stunned that misconduct on such a scale was possible in the Volkswagen Group.  As CEO I 

accept responsibility for the irregularities that have been found in diesel engines and have 

therefore requested the Supervisory Board to agree on terminating my function as CEO of the 

Volkswagen Group.”  (See Exhibit E, attached hereto.) 

D.  Plaintiff And Class Members Have Suffered Actual Harm and Damages. 

32. The vehicle purchased by Plaintiff, unknown to her at the time of purchase, was 

equipped with the above-mentioned “defeat device.”  Neither Volkswagen nor any of its agents, 

dealers, or other representatives informed Plaintiff of the existence of the “defeat device” or 

defective design of the “TDI® clean diesel engine” prior to purchase.  

33. The use of the “defeat device” by Volkswagen has caused Plaintiff out-of-pocket 

loss, future attempted repairs, future additional fuel costs, and diminished value of her vehicle.  

Volkswagen knew about and purposefully used the “defeat device,” but did not disclose the 

device or its effects to Plaintiff, so Plaintiff purchased her vehicle on the reasonable, but 

mistaken, belief that it complied with U.S. emission standards, was properly certified by the 

EPA, and would retain all of its operating characteristics throughout its useful life.  Volkswagen 

compounded the deception by charging Plaintiff and the Class Members a significant premium.   

34. Further, Plaintiff and Class Members did not receive the “TDI® clean diesel 

engine” they bargained for due to Volkswagen’s false statements and fraudulent 

misrepresentations.  Plaintiff selected and ultimately purchased her vehicle, in part, because of 

the “TDI® clean diesel engine,” as represented through Volkswagen’s advertisements and 

representations.  None of the advertisements reviewed or representations that Plaintiff received 
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contained any disclosure relating to the “defeat device” or that Volkswagen had purposefully 

falsified its certification of EPA compliance.  Had Volkswagen disclosed that the “TDI® clean 

diesel engine” in Plaintiff’s vehicle actually emitted up to 40 times the permitted levels of 

pollutants, including nitrous oxide, Plaintiff would never have purchased her Affected Vehicle, 

or would have paid significantly less than the premium she did pay for the vehicle, if it could 

even have been legally marketed and sold. 

35. Even if Volkswagen is able to recall and make the roughly 482,000 Affected 

Vehicles sold in the U.S. since 2009 compliant with EPA emission requirements at all times 

during normal operation, it will require substantially reducing the power and efficiency of the 

vehicles, causing Plaintiff and Class Members to suffer actual harm and damages because their 

vehicles will no longer perform as they did when purchased and as advertised. This will result in 

a diminution in value of every Affected Vehicle and it will cause owners to pay more for fuel 

while using their vehicles. 

36. As a result of Volkswagen’s unfair, deceptive, and fraudulent business practices, 

and its failure to disclose that its diesel engines emitted up to 40 times the allowable limits of 

pollutants under normal operating conditions, owners and lessees of the above-mentioned model 

cars have suffered losses in money and property and will continue to do so.   

TOLLING OF THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
 

Fraudulent Concealment  
 

37. Upon information and belief, Defendants have known of the defects described 

above since at least 2009.  Defendants intentionally installed the “defeat device” in the ECM 

software of the Affected Vehicles.  Defendants knew of the defects long before Plaintiff and 
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Class Members purchased the Affected Vehicles, and have concealed from or failed to notify 

Plaintiff, Class Members, and the public of the full and complete nature of the defects. 

38. Defendants intentionally concealed the defect from the public, the Plaintiff, and 

Class Members until September 2015.  Plaintiff and the Class Members could not have 

discovered that Volkswagen was concealing its deception or fraud through the exercise of 

reasonable diligence within any applicable period of limitation.  Nor could they know or 

have learned through the exercise of reasonable diligence that Volkswagen had misled the 

EPA by falsely certifying the required COC for each model of the Affected Vehicles, and 

that Volkswagen had falsely advertised, marketed, and warranted the engine system in the 

vehicles as a “TDI® clean diesel engine,” when, in fact, it was an illegally dirty engine. 

39. Any applicable statute of limitation has therefore been tolled by Defendants’ 

knowledge and active concealment. 

Estoppel 
 

40. Defendants were under a continuous duty to disclose to Plaintiff and Class 

Members the true character, quality, and nature of the Affected Vehicles, but instead, actively 

concealed such information and knowingly made misrepresentations about the quality, 

reliability, characteristics, and performance of the vehicles.  Plaintiff and Class Members 

reasonably relied upon Defendants’ knowing and affirmative misrepresentations and active 

concealment of these facts.  Based on the foregoing, Defendants are estopped from relying on 

any statutes of limitation in defense of this action. 

Discovery Rule 
 

41. The causes of action alleged herein did not accrue until Plaintiff and Class 

Members discovered that their vehicles had an illegal “defeat device.”  Plaintiff and Class 
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Members had no realistic ability to discern that the vehicles were defective until – at the 

earliest – September 18, 2015, when the EPA Notice of Violation became public. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 
 

42. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, Plaintiff brings this class action 

on her own behalf and on behalf of all persons similarly situated as members of the proposed 

Class, subject to amendment and additional discovery as follows: 

a. Nationwide Class: All persons or entities in the United States and District of 
 Columbia who purchased or leased the following Affected Vehicles:  2009 model 
 year VW Jetta  and VW Jetta Sportwagen; 2010 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta, 
 VW Jetta Sportwagen, and Audi A3; 2011 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW 
 Jetta Sportwagen, and Audi A3; 2012 model year VW Beetle, VW Beetle 
 Convertible, VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3 and VW 
 Passat; 2013 model year VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW 
 Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3 and VW Passat; 2014 model year VW 
 Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi 
 A3 and VW Passat; and 2015 model year VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, 
 VW Golf, VW Jetta, Audi A3, and VW Passat. 
 
b. Illinois Class:  All persons in the State of Illinois who purchased or leased 
 the following Affected Vehicles:  2009 model year VW Jetta and VW Jetta 
 Sportwagen; 2010 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, and 
 Audi A3; 2011 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, and 
 Audi A3; 2012 model year VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW 
 Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen,  Audi A3 and VW Passat; 2013 model year VW 
 Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi 
 A3 and VW Passat; 2014 model year VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW 
 Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, Audi A3 and VW Passat; and 2015 
 model  year VW Beetle, VW Beetle Convertible, VW Golf, VW Jetta, Audi A3, 
 and VW Passat. 
 
43. Excluded from the Class are governmental entities, Defendants, including any 

entity in which Defendants have a controlling interest, along with their officers, directors,  

legal representatives, employees, assigns, heirs, successors, and wholly or partly owned 

subsidiaries or affiliates.  Also excluded from the Class is any judge, magistrate, or judicial 
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officer presiding over this matter, and the members of their immediate families and judicial 

staff. 

44. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend the Class definition if discovery and further 

investigation reveal that any Class should be expanded, divided into additional subclasses, or 

modified in any other way. 

Numerosity and Ascertainability 
 

45. This action satisfies the requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(1).  

The nationwide and statewide classes or subclasses are each too numerous for individual joinder 

of all their members to be practicable as there are nearly 500,000 Affected Vehicles nationwide.  

Although the exact number of Class Members is uncertain and can only be ascertained through 

appropriate discovery, the number is great enough that such joinder is impracticable.  The 

disposition of the claims of these Class Members in a single action will provide substantial 

benefits to all parties and to the Court.  Class Members are readily identifiable from information, 

books, and records in Defendants’ possession, custody, or control.  Finally, Class Members can 

be notified of the pendency of this action by Court-approved notice methods. 

Typicality 
 

46. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the Class Members and arise from 

the same course of conduct by Defendants. The representative Plaintiff, like all Class Members, 

purchased or leased an Affected Vehicle designed, manufactured, marketed, and distributed by 

Defendants, and has been damaged by Defendants’ misconduct in that she will incur costs and 

loss of value relating to the “defeat devices” and Defendants’ related misrepresentations and 

concealments.  Furthermore, the factual bases of Defendants’ misconduct are common to all 

Class Members and represent a common thread of misconduct resulting in injury to all Class 
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Members.  The relief Plaintiff seeks is typical of the relief sought for the absent Class 

Members. 

Adequate Representation 
 

47. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of the Class.  

Plaintiff has retained counsel with substantial experience in prosecuting consumer class actions, 

including actions involving engineering and automobile issues and defective automotive 

products. 

48. Plaintiff and her counsel are committed to vigorously prosecuting this action 

on behalf of the Class, and have the financial resources to do so.  Neither Plaintiff nor 

counsel has interests adverse to those of the Class. 

Predominance of Common Issues 
 

49. There are numerous questions of law and fact common to Plaintiff and Class 

Members that predominate over any question affecting only individual Class Members, the 

answers to which will advance resolution of the litigation as to all Class Members.  These 

common legal and factual issues include the following: 

a. Whether Defendants engaged in the conduct alleged herein; 
 
b. Whether Defendants designed, advertised, marketed, distributed,  

  leased, sold, or otherwise placed Affected Vehicles into the stream of  
  commerce in the United States; 

 
c. Whether the Affected Vehicles contained illegal “defeat devices”  

  designed to allow the vehicles  to pass emission tests but to violate  
  emission standards at other times; 

 
d. Whether the  “defeat devices” cause excessive and illegal emissions; 
 
e. Whether Defendants sold the Affected Vehicles with a “defeat device”  

  in order to circumvent federal and state clean air statutes and emission  
  regulations; 
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f. Whether Defendants concealed the “defeat devices”; 
 
g. The extent to which Defendants knew about the “defeat devices” from   

  2009 to the present; 
 
h. Whether the “TDI® clean diesel engine” contains a defect that does not  

  comply with U.S. regulatory requirements; 
 
i. Whether Defendants’ use of the “defeat device” manipulated the   

  performance and fuel efficiency of the Affected Vehicles; 
 
j. Whether Defendants falsely marketed the Affected Vehicles as   

  environmentally friendly and “clean,” and failed to disclose that the  
  Affected Vehicles fail to meet federal and state emission standards; 

 
k. Whether Defendants’ marketing campaign was likely to deceive a   

  reasonable person; 
 
l. Whether any recall fix will result in reduced value of the Affected  

  Vehicles; 
 
m. Whether any recall fix will result in higher fuel consumption; 
 
n. Whether any recall fix will reduce the horsepower of the Affected  

  Vehicles; 
 
o. Whether Defendants made unlawful and misleading representations,  

  or material omissions about the Affected Vehicles; 
 
p. Whether Defendants represented that the Affected Vehicles have   

  characteristics, uses, benefits, or qualities that they do not have; 
 
q. Whether Defendants’ concealment of the true defective nature of the  

  Affected Vehicles induced Plaintiff and Class Members to act to their  
  detriment by purchasing or leasing the Affected Vehicles; 

 
r. Whether Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions concerning the  

  use of a “defeat device” were likely to deceive a reasonable person; 
 
s. Whether Plaintiff and the other Class Members overpaid for their  

  Affected Vehicles; 
 
t. Whether a reasonable customer would pay less for an Affected Vehicle  

  if the use of a “defeat device” was disclosed at the time of purchase or  
  lease; 
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u. Whether a reasonable customer would pay less for an Affected Vehicle  
  that did not comply with federal and state clean air statutes and   
  emission regulations; 

 
v. Whether Defendants engaged in unlawful, unfair, or deceptive business  

  practices, as alleged herein; 
 
w. Whether Defendants’ unlawful, unfair, and deceptive practices harmed  

  Plaintiff and Class Members; 
 
x. Whether the Affected Vehicles suffered a diminution of value as a  

  result of Defendants’ deceptive business practices: 
 
y. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates consumer protection statutes,  

  warranty laws, and other laws as set forth herein, including, but not  
  limited to, the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act, 815 ILCS § 505/1, et seq.; 

 
z. Whether the Affected Vehicles were unfit for the ordinary purposes for  

  which they were used, in violation of the implied warranty of   
  merchantability; 

  
aa. Whether Defendants have been unjustly enriched by their conduct; 
 
bb. Whether Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to equitable relief,  

  including, but not limited to, restitution or injunctive relief; 
 
cc. Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members are entitled to damages,   

  compulsory, and other monetary relief and, if so, in what amount; 
 
dd. Whether injunctive relief enjoining the re-occurrence of Defendants’  

  conduct, or declaratory relief that such conduct is unlawful, is   
  warranted; 

 
ee. Whether punitive damages should be awarded; and 
 
ff. What aggregate amount of statutory penalties is sufficient to punish and  

  deter Defendants and to vindicate statutory and public policy. 
 

50. Defendants have acted in a uniform manner with respect to Plaintiff and Class 

Members.  Each Affected Vehicle is defective in the same way, Defendants misrepresented 

each Affected Vehicle in the ways described herein, and Plaintiff and Class Members are and 

will be damaged in similar ways. 
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51. The Class is manageable because Defendants keep records on sale for purposes 

of issuing recall notices.  Identifying Class Members and resolving common liability questions 

will therefore be manageable.  There are no individual questions of liability. 

52. Allowing the prosecution of these claims as separate actions would create the risk 

of the establishment of incompatible standards of conduct being imposed on Defendants; would 

risk needlessly duplicative results and protracted proceedings; and is inappropriate because 

common questions of law and fact predominate over questions affecting only individual 

members of the Class. 

Superiority 

53. Plaintiff and Class Members have all suffered and will continue to suffer harm 

and damages as a result of Defendants’ unlawful and wrongful conduct.  A class action is 

superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy.  

The common questions of law and fact regarding Defendants’ conduct and responsibility 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class Members. 

54. The prosecution of separate actions by the individual Class Members on the 

claims asserted herein would create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications for individual 

Class Members, which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for Defendants; and 

because adjudication with respect to individual Class Members would, as a practical matter, be 

dispositive of the interests of other Class Members, or it would substantially impair or impede 

their ability to protect their interests.  Class-wide relief assures fair, consistent, and equitable 

treatment of all Class Members, and uniformity and consistency in Defendants’ discharge of 

their duties to perform corrective action regarding the Affected Vehicles. 
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55. Absent a class action, most Class Members would likely find the cost of litigating 

their individual claims prohibitively high and would therefore have no effective remedy at law.  

Because the damages suffered by each individual Class member may be relatively small, the 

expense and burden of individual litigation would make it very difficult or impossible for 

individual Class Members to redress the wrongs done to each of them individually, such that 

most or all Class Members would have no rational economic interest in judicially controlling the 

prosecution of specific actions, and the burden imposed on the judicial system by individual 

litigation by even a small fraction of the Class would be enormous, making class adjudication the 

superior alternative under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3)(A).   

56. The conduct of this lawsuit as a class action presents far fewer management 

difficulties, it better conserves judicial resources and the parties’ resources, and it more 

effectively protects the rights of each Class Member than would piecemeal litigation.  Compared 

to the expense, burdens, inconsistencies, economic infeasibility, and inefficiencies of piecemeal 

litigation, the challenges of managing this action as a class action are substantially outweighed 

by the benefits to the legitimate interests of the parties, the Court, and the public of class 

treatment in this Court, making class adjudication superior to other alternatives under Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3)(D). 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I – VIOLATION OF THE MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT,  
15 U.S.C. § 2301, et seq. 

(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 
 

57. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 56 above as 

paragraphs 1 through 56 of Count I as if fully set forth herein. 
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58. This Court has jurisdiction to decide claims brought under 15 U.S.C. § 2301 by 

virtue of 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)-(d). 

59. The Affected Vehicles are “consumer products” within the meaning of the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(1). 

60. Plaintiff and Class Members are “consumers” within the meaning of the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3), because they are persons entitled under 

applicable state law to enforce against the warrantor the obligations of its express and implied 

warranties. 

61. Defendants are “supplier[s]” and “warrantor[s]” within the meaning of the 

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)-(5). 

62. The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1) provides a cause of 

action for any consumer who is damaged by the failure of a warrantor to comply with an express 

or implied warranty. 

63. Defendants provided Plaintiff and Class Members with implied warranties of 

merchantability in connection with the purchase or lease of their vehicles that are warranties 

within the meaning of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(7).  As a part of the 

implied warranty of merchantability, Defendants warranted that the Affected Vehicles would 

pass without objection in the trade as designed, manufactured, marketed, and labeled.  

Specifically, Defendants warranted that the Affected Vehicles were eco-friendly, “clean,” and fit 

for their ordinary purpose as passenger motor vehicles, would pass without objection in the trade 

as designed, manufactured, and marketed, and were adequately contained, packed, and labeled. 

64. Defendants also provided Plaintiff and Class Members who purchased or leased a 

new Affected Vehicle with a Manufacturer’s Warranty, which provides “bumper-to-bumper” 
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limited express warranty coverage for a minimum of 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes 

first.  This warranty covers emission-related repairs and is applicable to the Affected Vehicles. 

65. Consistent with federal law, Defendants further provided Plaintiff and Class 

Members with a “performance warranty” and a “design and defect warranty” that are directly 

applicable to the Affected Vehicles.  In the event that a vehicle fails an emissions test, these 

warranties cover all emissions-related parts for 2 years or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first, 

with the catalytic converter, engine control unit, and onboard diagnostic device covered for 8 

years or 80,000 miles, whichever comes first.   

66. Defendants breached these warranties, as described in more detail above, and are 

therefore liable to Plaintiff and Class Members pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1).  Without 

limitation, the Affected Vehicles share common defects in that they are equipped with “defeat 

devices.”  Defendants have admitted that the Affected Vehicles are defective in issuing its 

recalls, but the recalls are insufficient to address each of the defects. 

67. In their capacity as warrantors, as Defendants had knowledge of the inherent 

defects in the Affected Vehicles, any efforts to limit the warranties in a manner that would 

exclude coverage of the Affected Vehicles is unconscionable, and any such effort to disclaim, or 

otherwise limit, liability for the Affected Vehicles is null and void. 

68. The limitations on the warranties are procedurally unconscionable.  There was 

unequal bargaining power between Defendants and Plaintiff and other Class Members, as, at the 

time of purchase or lease, Plaintiff and Class Members had no other options for purchasing 

warranty coverage other than directly from Defendants. 
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69. The limitations on the warranties are substantively unconscionable as well.  

Defendants knew that the Affected Vehicles were defective and failed to disclose these defects to 

Plaintiff and Class Members.  

70. Plaintiff and Class Members have had sufficient direct dealings with Defendants 

or their agents to establish privity of contract in that Plaintiff and Class Members purchased the 

Affected Vehicles with software containing the “defeat devices” from Defendants’ dealerships.  

Nonetheless, privity is not required here because Plaintiff and Class Members are intended third-

party beneficiaries of contracts between Defendants and their dealers, and specifically, of the 

implied warranties.  The dealers were not intended to be the ultimate consumers of the Affected 

Vehicles and have no rights under the warranty agreements provided with the Affected Vehicles; 

the warranty agreements were designed for and intended to benefit consumers. 

71. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(e), Plaintiff is entitled to bring this class action and 

is not required to give Defendants notice and an opportunity to cure until such time as the Court 

determines the representative capacity of Plaintiff pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

23. 

72. Moreover, affording Defendants an opportunity to cure their breach of written 

warranties would be unnecessary and futile here.  At the time of sale or lease of each Affected 

Vehicle, Defendants knew, or should have known, or were reckless in not knowing, of their 

misrepresentations concerning the Affected Vehicles’ inability to perform as warranted, but 

nonetheless failed to rectify the situation or disclose the defective design.  Under the 

circumstances, the remedies available under any informal settlement procedure would be 

inadequate and any requirement that Plaintiff resort to an informal dispute resolution procedure 
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or afford Defendants a reasonable opportunity to cure their breach of warranties is excused and 

thereby deemed satisfied. 

73. Plaintiff and Class Members would suffer economic hardship if they returned 

their Affected Vehicles but did not receive the return of all payments made by them.  Because 

Defendants have no available cure, Plaintiff and Class Members have not re-accepted their 

Affected Vehicles by retaining them. 

74. All jurisdictional prerequisites have been satisfied.  The amount in controversy of 

Plaintiff’s individual claims meets or exceeds the sum of $25.  The amount in controversy of this 

action exceeds the sum of $50,000, exclusive of interest and costs, computed on the basis of all 

claims to be determined in this lawsuit.   

75. As a result of Defendants’ breach of warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members are 

entitled to revoke their acceptance of the Affected Vehicles, obtain all damages and equitable 

relief, including diminution in value of their vehicles, and obtain costs and expenses (including 

attorneys’ fees based on actual time expended) determined by the Court to have been reasonably 

incurred by Plaintiff and Class Members in connection with the commencement and prosecution 

of this action, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310, in an amount to be proven at trial. 

76. Further, based on Defendants’ continuing failures to fix the known defects, 

Plaintiff also seeks a declaration that Defendants have not adequately implemented their recall 

commitments and requirements and general commitments to fix their failed processes, and 

injunctive relief in the form of judicial supervision over the recall process is warranted.  Plaintiff 

also seeks the establishment of a Defendants-funded program for Plaintiff and Class Members to 

recover out-of-pocket costs incurred. 
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77. Plaintiff also requests, as a form of monetary relief, re-payment of out-of-pocket 

expenses and costs that she and the other Class Members have incurred in attempting to rectify 

the defects.  Such expenses and losses will continue as Plaintiff and Class Members must take 

time off from work and pay for rental cars or other transportation arrangements and expenses 

involved in going through the recall process. 

78. The right of Class Members to recover these expenses as an equitable matter to 

put them in the place they would have been but for Defendants’ conduct presents common 

questions of law.  Equity and fairness requires the establishment by Court decree and 

administration under Court supervision of a program funded by Defendants, using transparent, 

consistent, and reasonable protocols, under which such claims can be made and paid. 

COUNT II – COMMON LAW FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
79. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 78 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 78 of Count II as if fully set forth herein. 

80. Defendants intentionally designed the “defeat device” described above to 

circumvent the requirement of the Clean Air Act, and falsely certified to the EPA that the 

Affected Vehicles use the “clean diesel” technology described above in a manner that complies with 

those requirements. 

81. At the same time, between 2009 and the present, Defendants intentionally 

marketed and advertised the Affected Vehicles as “clean” and described the engine as a “clean 

diesel.” 

82. Defendants knowingly made false representations and material omissions 

regarding the true nature of the Affected Vehicles.  Defendants knew that the Affected 

Vehicles were designed and manufactured with illegal “defeat devices,” but Defendants 
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concealed and suppressed those material facts.  Defendants recklessly manufactured and 

distributed the Affected Vehicles to U.S. consumers even though Defendants knew, or should 

have known, at the time of distribution, that the Affected Vehicles contained such defects.  

Plaintiff and Class Members had no knowledge of these defects at the time they purchased or 

leased the Affected Vehicles. 

83. Plaintiff and Class Members’ Affected Vehicles were, in fact, defective at the 

time of purchase or lease. 

84. Defendants had a duty to disclose the true facts about the Affected Vehicles to 

potential and actual customers, the public, and the EPA, but failed to do so.  Defendants had 

superior knowledge and access to those facts, and the facts were not known to or reasonably 

discoverable by Plaintiff and Class Members.  Defendants knew that Plaintiff and Class 

Members had no knowledge of the illegal “defeat devices” in the Affected Vehicles, and that 

neither Plaintiff nor other Class Members had an equal opportunity to discovery the facts.   

85. Plaintiff and Class Members trusted Defendants not to sell or lease vehicles to 

them that were defective or that violated the Clean Air Act, and reasonably relied on the 

representations made by Defendants, in believing that they were paying a premium for a fuel-

efficient “clean” automobile with a “TDI® clean diesel engine,” and that the vehicles were free 

from defects and complied with Defendants’ representations and warranties. 

86. Plaintiff and Class Members did not know, and had no way of knowing, that 

Defendants’ representations were false. 

87. Defendants breached their duties in order to profit at the expense of Plaintiff, the 

Class, and the public, who were all put at risk from illegally-elevated nitrous oxide emissions. 
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88. The aforementioned concealment was material because had the Plaintiff and the 

Class known the true facts regarding the Affected Vehicles, they would not have purchased or 

leased the vehicles.  In fact, had Defendants disclosed the true facts to the EPA, the Affected 

Vehicles that Plaintiff and Class Members own could not have been sold to them.  Moreover, 

Defendants’ misrepresentations concerned facts that would typically be relied upon by a person 

purchasing or leasing a new or used vehicle. 

89. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ fraudulent concealment and 

suppression of the true facts regarding the Affected Vehicles, Plaintiff and Class Members have 

sustained and will continue to sustain damages in many ways, all arising from the difference 

between the actual value of that which Plaintiff and Class Members paid and the actual value of 

that which they received.  Plaintiff and Class Members were fraudulently induced to purchase 

vehicles they would otherwise not have, and were charged a premium by Defendants for a 

fuel-efficient and “clean” automobile.  The end result is that Plaintiff and Class Members now 

own vehicles that have lost value, will cost money to fix, and which may not even be re-

sellable.   

90. Defendants’ acts were done maliciously, oppressively, deliberately, with intent to 

defraud, and in reckless disregard of Plaintiff’s and Class Members’ rights and well-being to 

enrich Defendants.  Defendants’ conduct also warrants an assessment of punitive damages in an 

amount sufficient to deter such conduct in the future, as determined according to proof at trial. 

COUNT III – VIOLATION OF THE ILLINOIS CONSUMER FRAUD AND 
DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT, 815 ILCS § 505/1, et seq. 

(Illinois Class) 
 

91. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 90 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 90 of Count III as if fully set forth herein. 
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92. This Count is brought on behalf of Plaintiff and the Illinois Class. 

93. Defendants, Plaintiff, and the Illinois Class are “persons” as that term is defined 

in the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act (“ICFDBPA”), 815 ILCS § 

505/1(c). 

94. Plaintiff and the Illinois Class are “consumers” as that term is defined in 815 

ILCS § 505/1(e). 

95. Defendants engaged in “trade” or “commerce” within the meaning of 815 

ILCS § 505/1(f) by manufacturing, selling, distributing and introducing the Affected 

Vehicles in interstate commerce. 

96. Section 2 of the ICFDBPA, 815 ILCS § 505/2, provides in pertinent part: 

Unfair methods of competition  and unfair or deceptive acts or 
practices, including but not limited to the use or employment  
of any deception fraud, false pretense, false promise, 
misrepresentation or the concealment, suppression or omission of 
any material fact, with intent that others rely upon the 
concealment, suppression or omission of such material fact, or 
the use or employment of any practice described in Section 2 of 
the “Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act”, approved August 
5, 1965, in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby 
declared unlawful whether any person has in fact been misled, 
deceived or damaged thereby. 

97. Defendants sold Affected Vehicles in Illinois and throughout the United States 

during the Class Period. 

98. Defendants’ sales of Affected Vehicles within Illinois and throughout the 

United States meet the definition of “sale” as that term is defined in 815 ILCS § 505/1(d). 

99. The Affected Vehicles constitute “merchandise” as that term is defined in 815 

ILCS § 505/1(b). 
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100. Defendants’ advertisements and inducements made within Illinois and throughout 

the United States come within the definition of “advertisements” as contained in 815 ILCS § 

505/1(a). 

101. Defendants have violated the ICFDBPA by engaging in unfair and deceptive 

practices, which offend public policies and are immoral, unethical, unscrupulous, and 

substantially injurious to consumers.  Defendants’ unfair and deceptive practices are likely to 

mislead – and have misled – reasonable consumers like Plaintiff and Illinois Class Members. 

102. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA when they represented, through advertising, 

warranties, and other express representations, that the Affected Vehicles had characteristics 

and benefits that they did not actually have. 

103. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA when they falsely represented, through 

advertising, warranties, and other express representations, that the Affected Vehicles were of 

a certain quality or standard when they were not. 

104. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA by fraudulently concealing from or failing to 

disclose to Plaintiff and the Illinois Class the defects associated with the Affected Vehicles. 

105. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA by actively misrepresenting in, or concealing 

and omitting from, their advertising, marketing, and other communications, material information 

regarding the Affected Vehicles, and leading Plaintiff and the Illinois Class to believe the 

Affected Vehicles were “clean,” eco-friendly, had “TDI® clean diesel engines,” and complied 

with the Clean Air Act and EPA regulations, when in fact the Affected Vehicles were engineered 

to “switch” off the pollution-compliant technology due to illegal “defeat devices.”  
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106. Defendants intentionally and knowingly misrepresented or concealed these 

material facts regarding the Affected Vehicles with intent to mislead Plaintiff and the Illinois 

Class. 

107. The deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, 

concealment, suppression, or omission of material facts alleged in the preceding paragraphs 

occurred in connection with Defendants’ conduct of trade or commerce in Illinois and 

throughout the United States. 

108. Defendants’ deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, 

concealment, suppression, or omission caused Plaintiff and the Illinois Class to purchase or lease 

said vehicles that they would otherwise not have had they known the true nature of these 

products, or they would have purchased or leased the vehicles for less than they did. 

109. As a result of Defendants’ unlawful business practices, Plaintiff and the Illinois 

Class, pursuant to 815 ILCS § 505/10(a), are entitled to an order enjoining such future conduct 

and such other orders and monetary judgments tha t  may be necessary to disgorge Defendants’ 

ill-gotten gains, and to restore to Plaintiff and any Class Member any money paid for said 

vehicles, as well as punitive damages because Defendants acted with fraud, malice, or were 

grossly negligent, attorneys’ fees, and any other just and proper relief available under 815 ILCS 

§ 505/1, et seq. 

COUNT IV – BREACH OF CONTRACT 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
110. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 109 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 109 of Count IV as if fully set forth herein. 
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111. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein, including 

Defendants’ failure to disclose the existence of the “defeat devices,” caused Plaintiff and Class 

Members to purchase or lease their Affected Vehicles. 

112. Absent those misrepresentations and omissions, Plaintiff and Class Members 

would not have purchased or leased those Affected Vehicles, would not have purchased or leased 

those Affected Vehicles at the prices they paid, or would have purchased or leased less-

expensive alternate vehicles that did not contain the “clean diesel” engine system and “defeat 

devices.”  As such, Plaintiff and Class Members overpaid for their Affected Vehicles and did not 

receive the benefit of the bargain. 

113. Each and every sale or lease of the Affected Vehicles constitutes a valid, 

enforceable contract between Defendants and the purchaser or lessee.  Defendants breached 

these contracts by selling or leasing to Plaintiff and Class Members the Affected Vehicles and by 

misrepresenting or failing to disclose the existence of the “defeat devices,” including information 

known to Defendants, which rendered each Affected Vehicle less safe and unable to comply with 

emission standards, and thus less valuable, than vehicles not equipped with “TDI® clean diesel 

engines” and “defeat devices.” 

114. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ breach of contract, Plaintiff and 

Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, including, but not limited 

to, all compensatory damages, incidental and consequential damages, and other damages allowed 

by law. 

COUNT V – UNJUST ENRICHMENT 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
115. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 114 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 114 of Count V as if fully set forth herein. 
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116. Plaintiff and Class Members paid the value of vehicles that: (a) have fully 

operational emission control systems that comply with federal and state emission standards, (b) 

are not compromised by the need for repairs, and (c) can be legally operated, but instead were 

provided with vehicles that are defective, need repairs, and cannot be legally operated. 

117. As a result of Defendants’ unlawful and deceptive actions alleged herein, 

Defendants were enriched at the expense of and to the detriment of Plaintiff and Class Members. 

118. Defendants were aware of the unlawful and deceptive actions alleged herein. 

119. Under the circumstances, it would be against equity and good conscience to 

permit Defendants to retain the ill-gotten benefits they received from Plaintiff and Class 

Members.  Thus, it would be unjust and inequitable for Defendants to retain the benefit without 

restitution to Plaintiff and Class Members for the monies paid to Defendants for the Affected 

Vehicles. 

120. Therefore, Defendants are required to disgorge profits that flowed to them as a 

direct result of their unlawful and deceptive conduct. 

COUNT VI – BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
121. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 120 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 120 of Count VI as if fully set forth herein. 

122. Defendants made numerous representations, descriptions, and promises to 

Plaintiff and Class Members regarding the performance and emission controls of the Affected 

Vehicles. 

123. By advertising the “clean” qualities of its diesel engines, Defendants expressly 

warranted to Plaintiff and Class Members that the Affected Vehicles at least complied with all 

applicable laws and regulations relating to exhaust emissions, as it would be impossible for an 
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automobile to be “clean” if it emitted more pollutants than were allowed by applicable 

environmental laws and regulations. 

124. Moreover, by advertising the low emissions in conjunction with statements 

regarding the performance, torque, and fuel efficiency, Defendants warranted to purchasers and 

lessees of Affected Vehicles that the vehicles would demonstrate this combination of 

characteristics.  Such statements became the basis of the bargain for Plaintiff and Class Members 

because such statements are among the facts a reasonable consumer would consider material in 

the purchase or lease of a vehicle. 

125. In fact, in ordinary driving conditions, the Affected Vehicles did not comply with 

applicable environmental regulations and instead emitted up to 40 times the amount of pollutants 

allowed during normal operation.  As such, it was unlawful for Defendants to sell the Affected 

Vehicles to the public. 

126. In addition, Defendants stated that the Affected Vehicles achieved certain fuel 

economy when tested in accordance with applicable EPA regulations.  Those statements created 

an express warranty that the vehicle achieved the stated fuel efficiency, allowing customers to 

make appropriate comparisons with other vehicles. 

127. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied on Defendants’ representations in 

purchasing the Affected Vehicles, which did not perform as warranted.  Unbeknownst to 

Plaintiff and Class Members, their vehicles included “defeat devices” that caused their emission 

reduction systems to perform at levels worse than advertised.  Those devices are defects, and, 

accordingly, Defendants breached their express warranty. 

128. As a result of the foregoing breaches of express warranty, Plaintiff and Class 

Members have been damaged in that they purchased vehicles that were unlawfully sold, did not 
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comply with government regulations, did not perform as promised, and were less valuable than 

the purchase price.  Even if they are repaired to conform to applicable environmental regulations, 

they will be less efficient to operate and incur higher fuel costs. 

COUNT VII – BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
129. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 128 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 128 of Count VII as if fully set forth herein. 

130. Defendants made implied warranties concerning the Affected Vehicles, including, 

but not limited to, the implied warranty of merchantability.  Indeed, Defendants made numerous 

representations, descriptions, and promises to Plaintiff and Class Members regarding the 

functionality of Volkswagen’s “clean diesel” technology.  Defendants impliedly warranted that 

the Affected Vehicles were of merchantable quality. 

131. Plaintiff and Class Members were intended third-party beneficiaries of the 

implied warranty of merchantability and reasonably relied on Defendants’ representations in 

purchasing the Affected Vehicles.  Plaintiff and Class Members also relied on the skill and 

judgment of Defendants in the selection, purchase, and use of the Affected Vehicles as a safe and 

reliable means for transportation. 

132. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants knew or 

had reason to know that the Affected Vehicles would be used for a particular purpose and that 

Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably rely on Defendants’ skill and judgment in 

selecting, providing, and furnishing vehicles suitable for that particular purpose. 

133. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants also 

knew or had reason to know that Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably believe that they 

were of the same quality as those generally acceptable in the trade, were fit for the ordinary 
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purposes for which such goods are used, were adequately contained, packaged, and labeled, had 

adequate instructions, and measured up to the promises or facts stated about the product. 

134. Defendants knew or had reason to know that their representations, descriptions, 

and promises regarding the “clean diesel” engines were false. 

135. When Plaintiff and Class Members purchased Defendants’ diesel vehicles, they 

did not conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made in Defendants’ promotional 

materials, including that the vehicles were designed to meet the most demanding environmental 

standards.  Instead, as alleged herein, the Affected Vehicles were designed to cheat those 

standards and emitted far higher levels of pollution than promised. 

136. As such, the Affected Vehicles were not of merchantable quality as warranted by 

Defendants, and failed to conform to Defendants’ implied warranty regarding their functionality. 

137. Defendants breached their implied warranty of merchantability concerning the 

Affected Vehicles. 

138. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ false and misleading 

representations and warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members suffered significant injury when 

Defendants sold or leased them cars that are now worth far less than the purchase or lease price. 

COUNT VIII – BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
139. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 138 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 138 of Count VIII as if fully set forth herein. 

140. Defendants made express warranties concerning the Affected Vehicles, including, 

but not limited to, warranties in their sales materials and website regarding that Defendants’ 

products are warranted to be free of defects in material, manufacturing and design, and that 
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Affected Vehicles are “clean diesel” automobiles that are fuel-efficient and environmentally 

friendly. 

141. Defendants intended that their express warranties were extended to and would 

benefit Plaintiff and Class Members. 

142. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants knew or 

had reason to know that the Affected Vehicles would be used for a particular purpose and that 

Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably rely on Defendants’ skill and judgment in 

selecting, providing, and furnishing vehicles for that particular purpose.  

143. The Affected Vehicles were not suitable for the particular purpose. 

144. Defendants breached their implied warranty of fitness concerning the Affected 

Vehicles. 

145. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ false and misleading 

representations and warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members suffered significant injury when 

Defendants sold or leased them cars that are now worth far less than the purchase or lease price. 

COUNT IX – NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
146. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 145 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 145 of Count IX as if fully set forth herein. 

147. Plaintiff and Class Members purchased their Affected Vehicles based upon 

representations and advertisements wherein Defendants stated that their “clean diesel” vehicles 

were “clean,” fuel efficient, and compliant with federal and state emission guidelines. 

148. Defendants knew or should have known that the Affected Vehicles were not 

compliant with federal and state emission guidelines. 
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149. Defendants had a duty to provide honest and accurate information to their 

customers so they could make informed decisions regarding the purchase or lease of 

automobiles. 

150. Defendants negligently failed to disclose material facts concerning the quality, 

performance, and emissions compliance of the Affected Vehicles.  As alleged herein, Defendants 

misled consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members, regarding the performance of the 

Affected Vehicles and their compliance with federal and state emission standards.  Defendants 

failed to disclose the vehicle deficiencies by installing “defeat devices” designed to permit the 

emission control systems to engage only during emissions tests, and negligently programmed the 

vehicle so that at all times of normal operation, it would not operate within compliance of the 

emission standards. 

151. By misrepresenting the true nature of the Affected Vehicles, Defendants 

misrepresented to Plaintiff, Class Members, the public, and governmental agencies the actual 

amount of harmful emissions being placed into the environment.  Additionally, Plaintiff and 

Class Members paid more for their vehicles than they otherwise would have paid for similar-

modeled vehicles that did not purport to be “clean” or fuel efficient. 

152. These misrepresentations were made with the intention to induce Plaintiff and 

Class Members to rely upon them and purchase the Affected Vehicles. 

153. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied upon Defendants’ 

misrepresentations that the Affected Vehicles were compliant with U.S. laws.  Plaintiff and Class 

Members did not know and had no way of knowing that Defendants’ negligent representations 

were false and misleading.  In reliance on those representations, Plaintiff and Class Members 

were induced and did purchase the Affected Vehicles. 
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154. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions as 

alleged herein, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be determined 

at trial, including, but not limited to, compensatory damages for the loss in fair market value that 

each Affected Vehicle will suffer, as well as increased costs that may result due to decreases in 

vehicle performance if and when the Affected Vehicles are “fixed” and brought into 

environmental compliance. 

COUNT X – INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION 
(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 

 
155. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 154 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 154 of Count X as if fully set forth herein. 

156. Plaintiff and Class Members purchased their Affected Vehicles based upon 

representations and advertisements wherein Defendants stated that their “clean diesel” vehicles 

were “clean,” fuel efficient, and compliant with federal and state emission guidelines. 

157. Defendants knew or should have known that the Affected Vehicles were not 

compliant with federal and state emission guidelines. 

158. Defendants had a duty to provide honest and accurate information to its customers 

so they could make informed decisions regarding the purchase or lease of automobiles. 

159. Defendants intentionally failed to disclose material facts concerning the quality, 

performance, and emissions compliance of the Affected Vehicles.  As alleged herein, Defendants 

misled consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members, regarding the performance of the 

Affected Vehicles and their compliance with federal and state emission standards.  Defendants 

failed to disclose the vehicle deficiencies by installing “defeat devices” designed to permit the 

emission control systems to engage only during emissions tests, and intentionally programmed 
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the vehicles so that at all times of normal operation, they would not operate within compliance of 

the emission standards. 

160. By misrepresenting the true nature of the Affected Vehicles, Defendants 

misrepresented to Plaintiff, Class Members, the public, and governmental agencies the actual 

amount of harmful emissions being placed into the environment.  Additionally, Plaintiff and 

Class Members paid more for their vehicles than they otherwise would have paid for similar-

modeled vehicles that did not purport to be “clean” or fuel efficient. 

161. These misrepresentations were made with the intention to induce Plaintiff and 

Class Members to rely upon them and purchase the Affected Vehicles. 

162. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied upon Defendants’ 

misrepresentations that the Affected Vehicles were compliant with U.S. laws.  Plaintiff and Class 

Members did not know and had no way of knowing that Defendants’ negligent representations 

were false and misleading.  In reliance on those representations, Plaintiff and Class Members 

were induced and did purchase the Affected Vehicles. 

163. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions as 

alleged herein, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be determined 

at trial, including, but not limited to, compensatory damages for the loss in fair market value that 

each Affected Vehicle will suffer, as well as increased costs that may result due to decreases in 

vehicle performance if and when the Affected Vehicles are “fixed” and brought into 

environmental compliance. 

164. In addition, Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions was gross, reckless, and in 

bad faith, which subjected and continues to subject Plaintiff and Class Members to monetary loss 
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and unjust hardship in willful and conscious disregard of their rights so as to justify an award of 

punitive damages against Defendants. 

COUNT XI – VIOLATIONS OF STATE CONSUMER PROTECTION  
AND UNFAIR COMPETITION STATUTES 

(Nationwide Class) 
 

165. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 164 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 164 of Count XI as if fully set forth herein. 

166. Defendants engaged in unfair competition or unfair, unconscionable, deceptive, or 

fraudulent acts or practices with respect to the sale or lease of the Affected Vehicles in violation 

of consumer protection and unfair competition statutes in every (or nearly every) state, including: 

Alaska Stat. § 45-50-471, et seq.; Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 44-1521, et seq.; Ark. Code § 4-88-101, et 

seq.; Cal. Civ. Code § 1770, et seq.; Cal. Bus & Prof. Code § 17200, et seq. and Cal. Bus. & 

Prof. Code § 17070, et seq.; Colo. Rev. Stat. § 6-1-101, et seq.; Conn. Gen. Stat. § 42-110A, et 

seq.; 6 Del. Code § 2513, et seq. and 6 Del. Code § 2532, et seq.; D.C. Code Ann. § 28-3901, et 

seq.; Fla. Stat. § 501.201, et seq.; Ga. Code Ann. § 10-1-370, et seq.; Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 

481A-3, et seq.; Idaho Code § 48-601, et seq.; 815 ILCS § 505/1, et seq. and 815 ILCS  §510/1, 

et seq.; Ind. Code § 24-5-0.5-3, et seq.; Iowa Code § 714H.1, et seq.; Kan. Stat. Ann. § 50-623, 

et seq.; Ky. Rev. Stat. § 367.110, et seq.; Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. Tit. 5 § 205-A, et seq.; Md. Code 

Com. Law § 13-101, et seq.; Mass. Gen. Laws chapter 93A § 1, et seq.; Mich. Comp. Laws § 

445.901, et seq.; Minn. Stat. § 325F.69, et seq. and Minn. Stat. § 325D.43, et seq.; Mo. Ann. 

Stat. § 407.020, et seq.; Neb. Rev. Stat. § 87-302 and Neb. Rev. Stat. § 59-1601, et seq.; Nev. 

Rev. Stat. § 598.0903, et seq.; N.H. Rev. Stat. § 358-A:1, et seq.; N.J. Stat. Ann. § 56:8-1, et 

seq.; N.M. Stat. Ann. § 57-12-1, et seq.; N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 349, et seq.; N.C. Gen. Stat. § 75-

1.1, et seq.; N.D. Cent. Code § 51-15-02, et seq.; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1345.01, et seq. and 
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Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4165.01, et seq.; Okla. Stat. Tit. 15 § 751, et seq. and Okla. Stat. Ann. § 

51, et seq.; Or. Rev. Stat. § 646.605, et seq.; 73 Pa. Stat. § 201-1, et seq.; R.I. Gen. Laws § 6-

13.1-1, et seq.; S.D. Codified Laws § 37-24-6, et seq.; Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.41, et seq.; 

Utah Code Ann. § 13-11-1, et seq.; Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 9, § 2451, et seq.; Va. Code Ann. § 59.1-

200, et seq.; Rev. Code Wash. Ann. §  19.86.010, et seq.; W. Va. Code §  46A-1-101, et seq.; 

Wis. Stat. § 100.18, et seq.; and Wyo. Stat. § 45-12-105, et seq. 

167. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions regarding the emission compliance 

of its Affected Vehicles as detailed above were likely to deceive a reasonable consumer, and the 

information would be material to a reasonable consumer. 

168. Defendants’ intentional and purposeful acts, described above, were intended and 

did cause Plaintiff and Class Members to pay artificially-inflated prices for Affected Vehicles 

purchased or leased in the states (and the District of Columbia) listed above. 

169. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ unlawful conduct, Plaintiff and 

Class Members have been injured in their business and property in that they paid more for the 

Affected Vehicles than they otherwise would have paid in the absence of Defendants’ unlawful 

conduct. 

170. All of the wrongful conduct herein alleged occurred in the course of Defendants’ 

business.  Defendants’ wrongful conduct is part of a pattern of a generalized course of conduct 

that was perpetrated nationwide. 

171. Plaintiff and Class Members are therefore entitled to all appropriate relief as 

provided for by the laws of the states above, including but not limited to, actual damages, 

injunctive relief, attorneys’ fees and equitable relief, such as restitution or disgorgement of all 
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revenues, earnings, profits, compensation, and benefits that may have been obtained by 

Defendants as a result of their unlawful conduct. 

COUNT XII – FALSE ADVERTISING UNDER 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) 
(Nationwide Class) 

 
172. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 171 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 171 of Count XII as if fully set forth herein. 

173. Defendants’ statements, advertisements, and promotional activities, as described 

above, were false and misleading in material respects, including, but not limited to, with respect 

to the suitability of operation of the Affected Vehicles in the ordinary course in compliance with 

applicable state and federal emission standards, and in an environmentally-friendly and fuel-

efficient manner. 

174. Defendants’ statements and omissions deceived a substantial segment of potential 

consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members. 

175. This deception is material because it influenced Plaintiff and Class Members’ 

decision when deciding what car to purchase or lease. 

176. Defendants’ false and misleading advertising statements and omissions violate 

Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a). 

177. The Affected Vehicles are in interstate commerce, as that term is defined in the 

Lanham Act, because Defendants do business in all 50 states (and the District of Columbia). 

178. Plaintiff and Class Members were injured and continue to be injured as a result of 

the false and misleading statements and omissions. 

179. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117, Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to recover 

from Defendants the damages sustained by them as a result of Defendants’ violations, as well as 

the gains, profits, and advantages that Defendants have obtained, and the costs of this action.  
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Moreover, Defendants’ conduct was undertaken willfully and with the intention of causing 

confusion, mistake, and deception, making this an exceptional case entitling Plaintiff and Class 

Members to recover additional damages and reasonable attorneys’ fees.   

COUNT XIII –  VIOLATION OF THE RACKETEER INFLUENCED  
AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS ACT (“RICO”) 

(Nationwide and Illinois Class) 
 

180. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 179 above 

as paragraphs 1 through 179 of Count XIII as if fully set forth herein. 

181. Defendants are all “persons” under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3). 

182. Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. 1962(c) by participating in or conducting the 

affairs of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise (defined below) through a pattern of racketeering 

activity. 

183. Plaintiff and Class Members are “person[s] injured in his or her business or 

property” by reason of Defendants’ violation of RICO within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 

1964(c). 

The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise 

184. The following persons, and others presently unknown, have been members of and 

constitute an “association-in-fact enterprise” within the meaning of RICO, and will be referred to 

herein collectively as the “Volkswagen RICO Enterprise”: 

a. Defendants, who designed, manufactured, and sold over 482,000 Affected 
 Vehicles knowing that they contained illegal “defeat devices,” the scope and 
 nature of which they concealed from and misrepresented to the public and 
 regulators for more than a decade. 
 
b. Defendants’ officers, executives and engineers, who have collaborated and 
 colluded with each other and with other associates-in-fact in the Volkswagen 
 RICO  Enterprise to deceive Plaintiff and Class Members into purchasing 
 defective vehicles, and actively concealing the illegal “defeat devices” from 
 Plaintiff, Class Members, the public, and governmental entities. 
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c. Dealerships that sell vehicles manufactured by Volkswagen, which sold or leased 
 the Affected Vehicles containing illegal “defeat devices” to Plaintiff and Class 
 Members. 
 
185. The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise, which engaged in, and whose activities 

affected interstate and foreign commerce, is an association-in-fact of individuals and corporate 

entities within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4) and consists of “persons” associated together 

for a common purpose.  The Volkswagen RICO Enterprise had an ongoing organization with an 

ascertainable structure, and functioned as a continuing unit with separate roles and 

responsibilities. 

186. While Defendants participated in the conduct of the Volkswagen RICO 

Enterprise, they had an existence separate and distinct from the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise.  

Further, the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise was separate and distinct from the pattern of 

racketeering in which Defendants have engaged. 

187. At all relevant times, Defendants operated, controlled, or managed the 

Volkswagen RICO Enterprise, through a variety of actions.  Defendants’ participation in the 

Volkswagen RICO Enterprise was necessary for the successful operation of its scheme to 

defraud because Defendants manufactured the Affected Vehicles, concealed the nature and scope 

of the illegal “defeat devices,” and profited from such concealment. 

188. The members of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise all served a common purpose: 

to sell as many Affected Vehicles containing such “defeat devices” as possible, and thereby 

maximize the revenue and profitability of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise’s members.  The 

members of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise shared the bounty generated by the enterprise, i.e., 

by sharing the benefit derived from increased sales revenue generated by the scheme to defraud.  

Each member of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise benefited from the common purpose: 
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Defendants sold or leased more Affected Vehicles than they would have otherwise had the scope 

and nature of the “defeat devices” not been concealed; and the dealerships sold and serviced 

more Affected Vehicles, and sold or leased those vehicles at a much higher price, as a result of 

the concealment of the scope and nature of the “defeat devices” from Plaintiff and Class 

Members. 

Pattern of Racketeering Activity 

189. Defendants conducted and participated in the conduct of the affairs of the 

Volkswagen RICO Enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity, beginning no later than 

2009 and continuing to this day, that consists of numerous and repeated violations of the federal 

mail and wire fraud statutes.  These statutes prohibit the use of any interstate or foreign mail or 

wire facility for the purpose of executing a scheme to defraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 

and 1343. 

190. For Defendants, the purpose of the scheme to defraud was to conceal the scope 

and nature of the illegal “defeat devices” found in over 482,000 Affected Vehicles in the U.S., 

and over 11 million Affected Vehicles worldwide, in order to sell or lease more vehicles, to sell 

or lease them at a higher price or for a higher profit, and to avoid incurring the expenses 

associated with repairing the defects.  By concealing the scope and nature of the illegal “defeat 

devices” in the Affected Vehicles, Defendants also maintained and boosted consumer confidence 

in the “clean diesel” campaign, and avoided remediation costs and negative publicity, all of 

which furthered the scheme to defraud and helped Defendants sell or lease more vehicles than 

they would have otherwise, and to sell or lease them at a much higher price or for a much higher 

profit. 
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191. As detailed above, Defendants were aware of the “defeat devices,” but 

intentionally concealed those defects from Plaintiff and Class Members in order to maximize 

their profits.  Moreover, once the defect became known, Defendants failed to adequately remedy 

it because pollution emissions were still too high. 

192. To further the scheme to defraud, Defendants repeatedly misrepresented and 

concealed the nature and scope of the illegal “defeat devices,” all while promoting and touting 

the reliability and quality of the Affected Vehicles.  Defendants passed off a sub-standard recall 

but failed to adequately remedy the nature of the defect.  Defendants also concealed the true 

nature and scope of the “defeat devices” from federal regulators, enabling them to escape 

investigation and the costs associated with recalls and corrective action.  Furthermore, 

Defendants permitted or caused their dealerships to promote the reliability and quality of the 

purportedly eco-friendly nature of the Affected Vehicles while simultaneously concealing the 

nature and scope of the “defeat devices.” 

193. To carry out, or attempt to carry out the scheme to defraud, Defendants have 

conducted or participated in the conduct of the affairs of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise 

through the following pattern of racketeering activity that employed the use of mail and wire 

facilities, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (mail fraud) and § 1343 (wire fraud): 

a. Defendants devised and furthered the scheme to defraud by use of the mail, 
 telephone, and internet, and transmitted, or caused to be transmitted, by means of 
 mail and wire communication, travelling in interstate or foreign commerce, 
 writing(s) and signal(s), including the Volkswagen website, communications 
 with the EPA and CARB, statements to the press, and communications with 
 other members of the Volkswagen RICO Enterprise, as well as advertisements 
 and other communications to Defendants’ customers, including Plaintiff and Class 
 Members.  Given that each Affected Vehicle required a COC application, 
 Defendants used the mail and wire 30 times, at minimum, to submit the fraudulent 
 COC applications; and 
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b. Defendants utilized the interstate and international mail and wire facilities for the 
 purpose of obtaining money or property by means of the omissions, false 
 pretenses, and misrepresentations described herein. 
 
194. Defendants’ pattern of racketeering activity in violation of the mail and wire fraud 

statutes included transmitting or causing to be transmitted, by means of mail and wire 

communication traveling in interstate or foreign commerce, between its offices in Germany, 

Virginia, Michigan, or among the other 20-plus offices in the U.S.: (i) communications 

concerning the illegal “defeat devices”; and (ii) submissions to the EPA regarding COC 

applications for each model and year of the Affected Vehicles that failed to adequately disclose 

or address all auxiliary emission control devices that were installed in the Affected Vehicles. 

195. Defendants’ conduct in furtherance of this scheme was intentional.  Plaintiff and 

Class Members were directly harmed as a result of Defendants’ intentional conduct.  Plaintiff, 

Class Members, and federal regulators, among others, relied on Defendants’ material 

misrepresentations and omissions. 

196. Defendants engaged in a pattern of related and continuous predicate acts 

beginning at least in 2009.  The predicate acts constituted a variety of unlawful activities, each 

conducted with the common purpose of defrauding Plaintiff and Class Members and obtaining 

significant monies and revenues from them while providing Affected Vehicles worth 

significantly less than the purchase price paid.  The predicate acts also had the same or similar 

results, participants, victims, and methods of commission.  The predicate acts were related and 

not isolated events. 

197. The predicate acts also had the purpose of generating significant revenue and 

profits for Defendants at the expense of Plaintiff and Class Members.  The predicate acts were 

committed or caused to be committed by Defendants through their participation in the 
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Volkswagen RICO Enterprise and in furtherance of its fraudulent scheme, and were interrelated 

in that they involved obtaining Plaintiff and Class Members’ funds and avoiding the expenses 

associated with fixing the defect. 

198. By reason of and as a result of Defendants’ conduct, and their pattern of 

racketeering activity, Plaintiff and Class members have been injured in their business or property 

in multiple ways, including but not limited to: 

a. purchasing or leasing Affected Vehicles that Plaintiff and Class Members would 
 not have otherwise purchased or leased; 
 
b. overpaying for leased or purchased Affected Vehicles in that Plaintiff and Class 
 Members believed that they were paying for “clean” eco-friendly vehicles but 
 obtained vehicles that were neither “clean” nor eco-friendly; and 
 
c. purchasing Affected Vehicles of diminished values, thus reducing their resale 
 value. 
 
199. Defendants’ violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) have directly and proximately 

caused injuries and damages to Plaintiff and Class Members, and Plaintiff and Class Members 

are entitled to bring this action for three times their actual damages, as well as 

injunctive/equitable relief, and costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 

1964(c). 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and all other Class Members similarly 

situated, respectfully prays that the Court enter judgment against Defendants and award the 

following relief: 

 A. An order certifying the proposed Classes and this action as a Class Action under 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3), and designating Plaintiff as the named representative 
of the Classes and the undersigned as Class Counsel; 
 
 B. A declaration that the Affected Vehicles are defective; 
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 C. A declaration that Defendants are financially responsible for notifying all Class 
Members about the defective nature of the Affected Vehicles; 
 
 D. An order enjoining Defendants to desist from further distribution, sales, and lease 
practices with respect to the Affected Vehicles, and directing Defendants to permanently, 
expeditiously, and completely repair the Affected Vehicles to eliminate the illegal “defeat 
devices”;  
 
 E. An award to Plaintiff and Class Members of compensatory damages for the value 
of the property or property rights that they were wrongfully deprived of and all related emotional 
distress caused by Defendants’ conduct, as well as exemplary damages and statutory penalties, 
including interest, in an amount to be proven at trial; 
 
 F. An award to Plaintiff and Class Members for the return of the purchase or lease 
price of the Affected Vehicles, with interest from the time it was paid, for the reimbursement of 
the reasonable expenses occasioned by the sale or lease, for damages, and for reasonable 
attorneys’ fees; 
 
 G. A declaration that Defendants must disgorge, for the benefit of Plaintiff and Class 
Members, all or part of the ill-gotten profits they received from the sale or lease of the Affected 
Vehicles, or make full restitution to Plaintiff and Class Members; 
 
 H. An award of damages under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act; 
 
 I. An award to Plaintiff and Class Members of punitive damages; 

 J. An award of reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, as allowed by law; 

 K. An award of pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, as provided by law; 

 L. Leave to amend this Complaint to conform to the evidence produced at trial; and 

 M. Such other and further relief as the Court deems just and appropriate under the 
circumstances. 
 

JURY TRIAL DEMAND 
 
 Plaintiff hereby demands a jury trial on all issues so triable. 
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Dated: October 1, 2015    Respectfully submitted, 

       /s/ John C. Hammerle    
       David C. Gustman   
       Darren M. VanPuymbrouck 
       John C. Hammerle 
       Freeborn & Peters LLP 
       311. S. Wacker Dr., Ste. 3000 
       Chicago, IL 60606 
       Tel: (312) 360-6000 
       Fax: (312) 360-6575 
       dgustman@freeborn.com 
       dvanpuymbrouck@freeborn.com 
       jhammerle@freeborn.com 
       
       Attorneys for Plaintiff and the Class 
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llc~r IVIr. Gea~~acc~poulc~s a~ic~ Mr. J~hiiso~a:

OFFICE OF
ENFORCEMENT AND

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE

T'he UnitecJ Sf~at~s ~z~virc~n~nent~l Pr«tectio~~ .Abetie~r ~EPf~.~ ~Ic'iS 11TVGSt1~r1tG~CJ r'II1C~ C:(~2lttlltl(S t(}

investi~~te Volks~~~~~en r1.G, Audz AG, a71d Vc~lks~,>a; en +Grn~;ip t~f America (collecti~fely, VVti')
for catziplia~lce w~ifl~ tl~c Clean Air .~-lct (C',t1.A), 4`? U..ri.C. ~~ 7401--7~71q, anc~ its i~2~pleincrltiYi,~

re~;ulatians. l~.s detailed i_ta dais Natic~. cif' Vi~zI~.titai~ (1tiOV), the EP~1 has detertnaz~cd that VVv'

ia~anu(~.ctured ~tt~ci installed defeat devices in ee~•taizi model year 20Q9 through 201.5 diesel Ii~;ht-
ciuty v~hicle~ ~c~ui~~peci ~~jitl~ 2.~ liter Gngznes. ̀I"h~sc riefc~.i de~iccs bypass, de.(~at, ar render

iz~aperative elements c~F t11e Y~ehicles' etriissi<~n ca~~t~•t~I s}'StCl21 ~~l~il ~1ISti tt> C0111~?~V ~~4'1~I1 C`~1.A

emission standards. There.fc~re, VVi% ~~ialat~d section '?~3(~}(3}(I~) al'tlzc C,l1,A, 42 t~7.S.G.
~ 7S2?(a)(3){~). rldciitionall;~~. tl~e EPA leas detern~izxed that, duG t~ tl3e eY~st~:nee c~fthc; defeat

intamet Addrass (URl} o http:tlw~wa.epa:gov
RecyciedtRecyciable o F~rint¢d with Vegetable tail Based Inks on 100°l4 Postconsumor, Process Chlorine Free t~ecycied Paper
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devices i~a these vehicles, these vel~icics d~ nc~t confirm in all znateri~~l respects to the vehicle

s~~ecifications described iii lie ap~~l,icatians ~'or tl~e cerC ficates oi' confor~mily tn~tt pui•pt~rtedl~~

covet tl~e~z~: T11erefoz~e, V W also violated s~ctian 203(a)(l) of the C~1 t~., ~2 IJ.S.C.. ~ 75.220)(1),

by selling, otfering fc~r sale., int~~c~ducin~; i~1to commerce, delivering fai• i~itroducticri7 into

camm~rcc> ~r importing these ~relaicles, ar f:ar causing ar~y c~l~the i=o~•e~c~ii7~ ~~cts.

Lau Gc~~rernin~ ~i.Ile~~c~ _Val_a_ tnz~s

This NnV arises wider Part A of "I"isle TI of4tlle CAA, ~k2 Ur.S.C: § S 7521---?554, a~~ci tl~e

regulations p~or~~ul~ated thereunder. In creating tl~e C11A, Gon~ress found; in p~rfi, that "the

increasing use o~znatcix• vel~icl~s ... l~~~s resulfed ix1 inc~untiii~ clangers to tie ~aubiic h~altil~ anc~

welfare." CAA § l01(a)(2), 42 CJ.S.C. ~ 7401(x)(2). C".ong~-ess' purpose in creati~~g the CAA,. in

part, was ̀`ta ~.~rotect and e~~ance the q~.7~ility p1'tl~c: Nation's air re:saurces sa as to promcate the

public health and welfare ai d tl~e productive ca~acrty ~f its population," and "ro initiate anc~.

accelerate a natio~~al research aizd develap~t~ent ~ragram to achieve the prevention anc~ cantrt~l of

air pnllutic~n." CAS ~ 101{b)(1)—(2}, 42 U.S.C. § ~4Q1(b)(l }--(2). The CAS ~nc~ the z•e~ul~tions

pro~nul~aied thereuzldcr ~izn tt~ protect hurrran t~ealtl~ end t}ie c~nvironi~~ez~t by reducing emissions

of nitra~;exa a;~ides (NC7~c) and c~thci pc~tlutants Pram mo}~ile so~►rces ~.f air }~oliution. Nitrogen
o~cides axe a fan-iily cat ha~hl.}~ reactive g~sc~s tl~~t play a rx~ajor role in the ~tmos~herac r.Gactions

~n~ith volatile c~t~~nic coz~apc~unds (VC7C;s) that ~arocluc~ ~zc~rle (srnc~~} air hc~t summer days.

[3reathizi~ oz~ane can tribger a variety c}f health. ~rableins including chest pain, cc~u~hin~, tllr~at

i~-ritatir~n, and can~estion. ~3reatl~izig az~n~ pan ~lsc~ ~~~arsen brc~ncl~itis, enlphysc:rz~a; and astl~rna.

Childr~as are; at greatest-risk taf experiencin~; ~le~;ative li~~lth impacts from ~x~~~ure to c~zc~ne.

T11e T;PA's alle~;atiozis here cctncen~ light-clitty x~nc~tor vEhzcles fc~r ~vl~ich 40 C.F.fZ. P~-t. R6 sets

ei7iissic~~~ sfi~ndards and test praceduics ane~ section ?0~ nfthc CAl1, 42 [.1.S.C;. ~ 7~2~, sets

c~n~pliance ~~rovisic~ns. Light-duty v~hi~;les n-~~ist satisl~r emission standaz-ds fc~r certain air

pollutants, 12]CIUflltl~; NC)Y. ~0 C.1=.~Z. ~ ~Ci.I~11-()4. Thy EP~1 aci~izir~istez'S c~ (;~2'Z1flCdtiE}Ti ~YQ~?T~t11

t_o ensure that c;very vel~icl~ intrc~ducecl into Ux~iteci Sates conlme~•ce satisfies appli~abl~ emission.

standards. Under t~~zs prci~~-~zll, thc~ EPA- issu~,s ~crtificates cif conformity (Gt~Cs), acid thereb}f

apprc~~re~ the intrc~ducti can of vehicles into United ~tat~s cc~mznercc.

Ta obiain a C~~, a light-duty vehicle manufactui•~~• must scikimit a C{)C' a~aplicati~~r~ tc~ the ~~',A

for each test groin of'vehicles that it intends tv inter into t.liiited Mates car~lmerc~. 4(} C. E' :K.

X36.1.84~-OI . Tl~e C(7C a}3plication m~.ist _include, e7fT1QI1~ UtI1~I` 1:}1.t11~;S, a list ~~~ all a~z~iliarSt

cnlissic3z~ coi~trc~l cle.vices (11I;~;I3s} installed ~n tine vc~licl~s. 40 C.F.R. 5 ~G.l~~~-O1(c~)(1.1). Ilz~

AECL~ is "any elcm~;nt al~c~esi~n ~~~I11C~1 S(;IiSG'S f:Lll"1~7~Pc~~UT~, v~l~icie speed, enbizae KPM,

trax~smissian dear, manifold v~cutu~~, or ~r1y other ~arametcr far tli~ purpose cif aciivatin~,

modulating, c~ela~irzg, nr d~activaiing tl~e ~~ci~ation c7f' ~iy dart of the emission cc~ntrUl system.,,

4U C.I .R. § 86.1.803-01. "I`he COC applieatit~ri t7-~u~t ~Iso include "a.justification ivr each ~l::C'I);

ihe. paramcicrs they seise arad ccizltrol, a dc;tailed,}ustificatio~l c~1'~ach AECD that results iii a

reduction ire e;ffectivencss of ih~ ct»iss on cvntrc~I system. ~Ynd ja] ratic~~~al~; for lvhy :it is nc~t
defeat d~vic~;." ~0 C.I~.It. ~ 86.1 ~~4-01(4)(11).

1~ defeat clevicc is an Ak:Gn "t11at r~duee;s the; e fectiv~ness ai'tl~e ~:missi~t~ control system u~lcicr

COIlC~11.iQXtS 1VI11CI1 ITlc1)r rc:asoi~ably ~c expected tc~ be enc~~~r.~tered in tac~r~nal vehicle operation anr~

2
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use, utlless: (l) ~uc11 condiiiUns are substaiatially inelticlec~ in tl.~~ I~'~c~eral einissioti tesi` ~rC~c~c~ure;;

{2) Th.e need foi• tlic AEC~D is jirstil:ie;d irz terms of prc~tectin~ t}ze vehicle az;ail~st darna~c or

accident; (~) The ~.ZCD does not bc~ bcyonc~l the zcgtiir~:mer3ts ofen~inc starting; nr (4} The

AECI3 applies onl}~ fai~ emergency ~rehicles ....'' 40 Cry.F.R.~~' 8fi.18~3-01.

i~~~tor veliicics ec~ui~~~cd ~vit17 defeat devices, such as Chase at issue I~e:x•c, cannot be certified.

EPA, ~i~visa~y Cz~•cular tV~~m~ie~~ 24:. Pr•n~ibitiorl nn zrs~~ of Emissit~i~ Cant~•aZ Ueferrt I~eti~ic~i

(Dec. ~ 1, 1972); see crlstl 40 C:~.R. ~~'~ 86-I ~Q9-Ol, ~i6-1~s09-1 ~, $6-1809--12. Elect~-c~nic control

s~~stei~ns which znay iea~it3e inputs. frazn ~~ttltz~le s~nsars and control multiple actu~tc~rs that

affect the emission central system's perforziaance are r1EC;Z?s. FPA, Adl~isr~ry C'irculuJ• Nur~2hc~~•

24-2; ~'t°r~IziUiliUfa of'~i~aisrr'un C~intr~vl IDefecrt I~ei~ices -- (~~atzc~nt~l Clhjec;tive C`r1lG'1'1G1 {I~~C. Ci,

1.9:78}, :`Such: elein~nts of ciesi~~ caulri be control system logic {i.~;., ec~m~uter s~f'tware}; andlor

calibrations. andlc~r harcl~~ra~•e items." Id.

`<Vehicles are cavez•ed by a certificate of cat~formity only if they are; in all material xespects as
described in the ma~~ufacturer's a~~licatian :for certiiicatib« ...." 40 C.F.R. § 86,184$-1.0{c:)(6).
similarly, ~ C<OC issued b}~ ~<P.A~ lI1GItTC~lilb T1105G 1SSUCCI 1(7 VW, state e;~~~ressly, "[t]h s
certificate covers only these new motor vehicles ar ~~ehicle ei~~in~s rvhicii cc~nt~rnl, i~~ all
material respects, t~ tlie. c~~si~Yi specifieati<~ns" described in the application fc~r that C.(?C". ~Se~
also 4~ C.~'.R. §~ $6.3.$44-01 (listing ~t;c~uir~a co~itent for ~:(JC ap~licatioz~s), 86.1848-01(l~j
(authc~ri~iz~g the ~~'A to issue C(~Cs on any te~'ms tYiat are necessary Ur apprt~priafe; to ~ssu~e that
rie~v r~lrrt~r v~luelc;s satisfy the c•equireznents c~ffihe C~1~1 and its regt.~latic~~7s).

'Tlae CAS, znake;s ~t a z~iolatio7~ "for any persUn to manufacture car se11, ai- offer tc~ sill, car i~istall,
air}~ part or c;t~nlpa~ient intetlded f~i• use with, or as ,part oC~ ~IIly T11()tOT` VL~21CI~; Of' 17101()P VG~1.1CI~
engine, where a principal eife~C of~ the pert or c;ompan~nt is to bypass, defeat, a~ render
imperative; an~j device or ciez~~ent e>f design itista~lc;ci c~c~ car in a i~iotar vcllicle nr Bator vel~ielc
engine in co~n~liance with r~~~Yla~ians under this subchapter, and l~rl~er~ t~1i pez:st~n know=s o~-
sh~uld know that such part ar corz~poziezit is being r~tf~re;c~ 1'ar sale ar installed fc~~• suer use rar put
to such use." ~1~1~ § 203(a}(~}{B), 42 IJ.S.C'. § 7~~~~~a)(3}{$~; 4Q G.X?.R. ~ 8.185.4-12(~)(3~~(ii):
1ldditivnall~f, mazlufacturers are pr~liibitec3 from sellin~> c>flc;ring 1vr sale, ratrc~ducii~~ intU
camm~rce, delivering for intraductioz~ into carninerce, ~r ir~zpc~rtin~, ~i1y xlew i~i~tor vehicle;
unless that vchzcle is covez~ed by are EPA-issued GUC. C~~ ~ 20 ~(a)(1), =~2 U.S:C, ~ '7522(a)(l );

4th C.F.R. ~ 8fi.l~S4-72(x)(1). It is also a vialaiian tv cause a~~y of t11e fc~re,~c~in~ acts. CAA

203(x), 42 U,S.C. ~ 7522(x); 40 C.I'.I~.. ~ 8fi-1854-12(x).

Alleged Viotatians

Lach V~V vchici~ iclentifi~d by the taUle b~I~~~v has AECDs that wire ~~ot described in fhe
ap~~lication fnr the C'.C)C~ thal purportedly eQVC;rs the vehicle. Specifieall}J, VW n~a~~.ufactu~•c;c~ a~ld

installed safi~~~are in the elcctroz~ic cat~trcrl module (F,CM) c~f'tl~ese ~.r~;~iicles that sensed when tine

v~hicic v~ras lacing tested fc~r conlpliax~ee vvitl~ EI'A eznissiozl star~cl~rc3s. ~~or~ ease ofrc:ferencc, the

I;P~1 is c~~lling this the "switch." "~"I~e "switch" seixses whether the vc}Yic1e is l~einb tested ar not

b~iSCC~ Qll Vc~TInl15 iI1~UtS lI1CIl1C~ifl~ ~~1~ j7051tigI1 O~ tl1t~ St('~I'1.T7~.T Vv'I1~(;I, t~~~II.CI~ S~('~C~, tl~ze duratzoz~

c~f'~lie en~i~ae's operation, end barp~netric pressure. These itiplrYS pr~:cis~ly track the parainetcrs t~f

t1~e tedez•al test- procccli~re used fc~r emission testing for EPt1 certiiic~F~iou ~aur.~~ases. During EPA
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emission tcsti~~~;, the ~°ellicles' LCM ran sc~ft~~~are which produced compliant emissinn ~•cs~.ilts
under an. ECM calibration that V~?V refcrre~ to as the "dyno calibratio~l" {refei~•i~~~ to the
ec~ui~~inent used in emissions testing, eallcd a c~yn~mc~met~~~. At alI other times c~urin~; narn~al

vehicle c>peratic~n, tl~e "swi~cl~' ti~,-as acii~ated and the vehicle LCNI sc~Itwar~ ran a sepaz•~te "road
calit~ration" v~rhich rec~~rced the effe~ctitreness ref the eznrssic~n co~~trol system (specilically~ the
selective catalytic reduction or the Iea~~ NOS trap). As a result, en~issioz~s ot~N(Jx i7icreased b}' ~
factor of l 0 to 40 tines ahr~ve the; l ~'A compliant levels, clependin~, an the type of drive cyfcie
(e:~:, city, l~i~hw~.y).

The Califc~r~ia fir. Resaurees }3aard (C'ARBj anc~ the EPA were alcrtccl to ~missi~ns ~rablems
with these ~~ehicics in May ~Q14 when the West Virginia Clniversity's (WVU) Cei~teY• far
Alternative Flie1~, ~ mines ~ Emissions p~iblishcd results caf'a siudy c~~mmissic~ned by tl~e
International Council oi~ C'Iean Transportation that found si~niticaritly higher in-ttse eznissians
from two light drr~v diesel vehicles (a 2t}~ 2 Jetta arid. a 2~I3 Pass~t}. Uver the course of the year
fc~l.lc~wsing the put~lic:atian of tl~e 'V~"VU ste~dys 'V~~ contiY~u~d tc7 assert to C~1RI3 and the F~'~1 that
the increased emissions fi~on~ these vehicles could be attributed to various technical issues ana
unexpected zn-~xse c~anc~itic~.ns: VW issued a voluntary Y•ecall in Decein~e~• ?0~~ to.ad~~ess the
issue. C~RI3, in ec~~~rdi~~atinn ~~vitll the ~1'A, cc~nductc:d follow up testing cif these vehicles bath
in the labnx•ator~j anci during r~or~~Zal zcaad ~pera~iati tt~ coii~t~irm the: e:fficac~l of the recaii: when
the testing shawec~ only a Ii~nit~d benefit to the recall, GARB bix~ac~ened t~~etcsfiin; to pinpoint
the exact technical nature c>f the vehicles' ~c~oi' perfor~nanc:c; anti tv investigate why tl~e vellicle~'
ox~bo~rc~ dia~r►r~stic system ~~as not deiectinb the increased en~issi~ns. Norte afthc ~at~i~tial
technic~.l issues- suggested by Vim' ~xplainec~ the higher test results consistently cnnfirn~ed duri~~~
G~.RE3's iest~n~. It b~~ame clear that CURB a~~c~ the I:J:P.t~ ~vc~~ld Xac~t apprn~Ye certificates c~~
ce~x~~'c~rir~i~y for VW's 2016 .n~~deL }jea~~ ~i~sc7 vchicie:s until VW cauicl aciequnt~lyr explain the
anonZa~ous einissians anc3 ensure the agencies tl~zat the 201 fi aaaodel yea~~ ~fehicles would not have
SII111I~i' 155Ut;S. OIII.V 1~1E11 dill VV~T iiClllllt It IIr~, l~ C~~S1~I1~;C~ d.11CI lI1St~iI1~CI. c~ C~G'.~edt {~~V1C~ li"l ~I185~

vcl~icles in the farm of a svphisticdted sc~~tware algoritl~.m that detected when a vel7icl~ was
undex,~oin~ ezilis~ions tes~in~,

VW lcz~ev~~ or sk~nuld have kno~~fn that its "rt~aci calibration" a~ul "switc.11" to~eth~r bypass, defe at,
or rend~;r inc~~erative elements t~f the velzicie design related tee com~iiance with the CAS,
emission standards. T~Zis is a~~pare~~t gi~t~~;n the design of.'these cicfeat detiiices. 11s ciescribec~
above, the software tivas designed to track the parameters of the fcc~e~al test prc~ceclttre and cause
eraiission control systems tc~ uz~derperEdrm'wvhen the ~ofttivare deterrninccl that the; vehicle vas nat
uz~c~ec~oing tl~e federal test pi•c~ced~rt'e.

V~V"s "goad calibration'° ~incl ̀ `switch' are t1:EClas~-that were neither d~5ci~il~ed nor.justi~ied in
tl~e applicable CC}C applic~tiozxs, anci are illLgal defeat devi~~s. Tfi~rt;tare each vehicle identified
by tli~ table ~rel~c~~ does nc~t conform in a material respect tc~ the ~fehicle s~7e~iiicatic~tls d~s~r•il~ed
izl the CC1C ap~licatioi~. 11s sticl~, UVv' ~~ic~lat~.d sectic~7~ 203(d)(I~ af: tihe C;t~1~1, 42 U.S.C.
7522(~)(Y ), each tiax~e it sUld, ntfcz•ed for sale, i11ir•oc~u~ed into cc~~ntn~rce, cl~;livcrec~ fc~r•

introduction into cc~n7mci~ce, oz• in~pc~i•ted (or caused any c>f` the. Ior~~c~in~ with respect to) oz~e; oil
the huncirecis of tilc~usancis o~~i7eu~ matoz~ y~elticles «~itl~in these test ;rows. 1~dditicaiaall~-, VW

~ 'T'l~ere ~nay~ be t~un~~raus en3ine ►I~a{~s associated with VW's "r«ad calibration" that are /1:k C'I~s, <znd that ~nay~ also
be defeat devict;s. For ease <~f descri~tinn, the EP~I is ref'c:rring to tl~cse maps collectively as the "road calibration."

0
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violated s~ctian 203(x){3}(I3) of the CAA, 42 t1.S.C. ~ 7522(a)(~)(B), each time it rnanufacfiu~~ed

and installed i~ltc~ these c~ehicles a~~ FWCM equipped ~~~itl~ the "s~~,°itch" ancf "raac~ calihratic~n,''

Tlie velaicies are idet7tified by thr~ ta~ile below. x-111 vehicles are equipped ~~~ith 2.O liter diesel

engines.

Model dear EPA Test Groin Nlakc and Maclel(s) --~ry

2049 9VWXV02.(?3SN VVJ J~tta, V~ Jetta Sport~~ag~n __ --,
2009 9VWXV02.QUSIti~ VW ;Ictta, VW Jetta Spc~rtwagen

?Ol(~ AVWX~I~2.QUSN VW ~iol1; VW Jena, VW letta Spa~-twag~:n, Aueli A3

2011 ~3VWXV02.OUSN VW Galf,, VVJ Tet i, VVJ Jetta S~ortwa~en, lludi ~3

2~t2 C:Vt~~XV()Z.OtI~N VW BcetIe, VV4~ Beefte Convertible, VW Golf, VW
:ietta, VW letta Sportw~~en; Arielr A3_.__.

2t} 1.2 CV W~,`.VO?.OU4S V W ~'assat
7()13 DVWXV02.OUSN V~7V Hectic. VW I3eetic C`'onverrible, VW CaiE, VW

Jena, VViJ Jena ~~ac~~-twa~en, lltidi E13

~2Q13 llVWXVU2.OL~4S VW Passat 1
2014 ~VVJXV()2.OLTSN VVv }3eetle, VV~J Beetle Convertible, VVtj CnI£ V"t~'

J~tta, VW J~ita Spc>i-twa~ei~; Audi A3
20l ~ EV WXVC~2.OU4S V1W Pass~tt
2Q15

_ _
FVGAV02.OV~1.I., VW Beetle, t~t~~ ~e~tle Gonvertibl~, VW Galf, VVVi/

Golf Spart~va~en, V W 7etta; VW I'assat, Audi A3

~nfc~rc;einent

1'I~e L;PA's invest ~atio~~ into t~ii~ matter i~ cotitinuin~. "I'he above table represents specific
violations tlaafi the EI?A tieli~~res, afi this ~oinf, are suffici~i~tly supported by evid~r7ce to ~~varrani:
tY1e a11G~;~tigtls iri this N()V. TIZ~. L;Pt1. ztlay fittC~ ~iddil:it~t~~l ~,iiolE~tians as tlie. in.ifesti~atic~~~.
continu~;s.

"['he EI'A is a~tl~arized to ~~efer this n~attcr to tl~e U~Zited States ll~~~rtm~nt of Justice toi~

i~iitiati~n of ~~,~rc~priaie enforcement action. !~]I1Q11~T (7tk1~1' 1Y11f1~S, ~~TSU115 ~~V~10 ViE)Ir~tC' SEC~101~

203(a}( ){I3) of tl~e C.AA, 42 Lt.S.C. ~ 7522(a)(3)(B), are subject to a czvil ~aenalty o~'up to

$3,750 for each violation that occurred c»~ or after Ja,nu~r;J ~ ~, 2Ua~3;~1~ CAA ~ 2()5(a), ~2 U.S.C.
'7524(x); 4(J C'.F.R. ;~, 19.4. In addition, any n~anufactua-cr wi1o, oi~ c~~• after Jan~iat•y 1.3, 2()0~,

sold, offered ft~r sale, ii~tr~duced into comxnerc~, delivcre;d tr~r introduction into con~n~erce,
impaz-ted, nr ca~ised any nCihe Yare~ain~; acts wzt11 respect tea ~tny ~~ew rn~tor vehicle t~lat was nat
covered b~~ az~ SPA-issued C;t:}C: is suE~ject, amc>n~ ether tll nos, t~ ~ civil penalty o1' up to

$3 '.500 foz- cacl~ vialatic7n.~'~ C;~1.~1 ~ 2QS(a), ~2 [1.~i.0?. ~ 7S?4(a); 40 C.I'.IZ. ~ 1 ~).4, The; F..,P~
may seek, and distxict courts n~~y order, ~c~i~itabie rcTnedies fa 1:urthei• ~~c~dress these alleged
v10J~7ftOI1S. C:f~A 5 204(a}, 42 I1.S.G. § 7523(x).

~ ̀ ~ $2,7~Q fey►- violatiaias acctrr~•in~ friar tt~ J~it7riary l3, 2009.
~-~ ~32,5t70 for violatigns accurrin~ p~~ior cc> January 7.i. 2009.
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'I`h~ EPf~ is available to discuss This matter ~~tith you. Please contact McGtu Kaul, il~c 1 ~'i1

attorney assi~;i~ed to this matt~x, tc~ disc~iss this N(OV. Ms. Kaul caiz be reached as f`allci~~~s:

~~eetu Kai~I
t1.5. I;Pt~, fir ~nfrrceine~-~t i7ivisican
1200 T'ennsylvania avenue, NW
Vv'illiani Jefferson Ciintc~n Federal Building
Washington, DC 2040
(202} 564-572
kaul .~neetu~epa. gc~v

.~~incerely,

Phillip A. B oks
Di~~ectc~r
11irr F nfarcement Division
C)~`ficc of Civil Tnforccza~ei~t

~'apy:
`I'ac~d. Sax, California ~1ir :CZesaur~~s Beard
t~~a~t~r Be~ijan~ n ~islZerovtr, United States Departincnt c~ :lustre

Sru~rt drake, Ki~~klai~d ~ ~;llis LLP

fi
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~1lattha~v Radr9~wc~:

Er~t~rottmtlrt3a! Pr~o~CSbtr

Sept~mt~r 18; X015

r~~r R~a~r~~~ c~~r
A~lary~ ~. t~8chols, chair
~tfl~o Tetstar avenue... suite 4

E# tdl~te~ Cali~crmi~ 97731 ~ wrvw.8rk►.ca.~oa

ltolksvkagen A~
Audio ~i,C
VolKsv~►a~e~i Group of ~Arr~erica, tni~.
Th~o~tgh

;'`} ;~

~ztmund t3,'Bta~m Jr.
~sp~r~Or

Ref~rQnr~ Na. tUC-2015-E107

C?avid ~~an~cnpc~+uto~
Eacecutive~'Vic~ ~"~esid~rrt and ta~r~~r~i G~ru~is~l, Government affairs

Vc>lksw~ger~ ~r~up of America
22Q0 Ferdinand ~'o~~~he ~7~iv~
Merncici~r. V,l~ ZU~71

~taa~rt Jah~tson
G~n~rat ll~an~ger
Er~g~n~rin~ and Environe~taf t7ffic;~
VoEks~nr~gen Gaup ~f Am~ri~a
~~Ap Hamlin Ffc d
Acs~um Wits, Mt 48 26

Re. Admis~ic~n of Qefeat C~evEC~: anr~ C~tEtamla Air Resoure~~ ~nasti°~. Requests

CC~ear Mr. C-~anacopauk~s an~i I~r~ Jahnson:

in tsrd~r fo protect public heal#h ~nci the environrn~nt from harmful pollutants, t
Cs~iift~rnia A~~r Re~sourc:es Board (GARS} r~gt~r~.isty impi~ment~ t~s veh#cie reguta~tians

througk~ ifs +r~rrtiticatian, Itl US@ (rQti1~,1I!$TtOflf +i~f1tl 611'FO~.6tT1@t1~ ~?f~~171'&. I11 t~t~lt#E'i ~{7

the new uet~~le~ mortification process. GARB regu~r'iy # #s automobiles to ensure their

emissions performance is ~s eac~e~ed triro~hout #k►~ir use~u! !i#~, and ~arfarms
investigi~tiv~ t~siang ~f rvarrant~d. CAFtC~ uvas +er~ag~d in dial~sgu~ rhrittt v~r ~~rope~n
r t7untexparts concerning high in use ~missi~n~ from figi~ duty dt~sets. ~~ c~ploy~d

a number of e~or#s using ruble rneasu~ement systems and c~th~c ~~rpra~~hes #c~
increase our ~ndet~standir~g fog tie G~lifarnia fleet.. in 2E314, the internatictrtal Cout~eil fog

~Ie~r~ Transparta#iar~ (CCG.T~ and West V'irgin~a University (VWU) ~d~nt'~"ied through their

test pr~ram, artd brought #o the ~ARB's and the Ur~it~d Status Environmental
Prr~#ectior~ Age~cy'~ (SPA) ~ttenticwr~# t f}ttC'H~178 !1~ @IBV~ dXIC~~S t~~ T1TI~EEl~Bfl (NC7~X~

smissit~ns aver rest intoricl dr~v"rng. "f'he tCCT ack+~ns were consistent and

7ta~ ertot~jy GAt,~pr~ tc~ckzg CmGlomTa itr rem. Every Ga~'nv~aian tte to tt~uo ernrnooYcsta adwar fv rnrJc er~igy oonsumptias-

~'ar ~r kat o! sfrnfrJ~ w~il'~ ?vw tarn resit~aa cl»~+n~rrd urad ct~' yw~rerxxrgy cosf,~. s~we^ oarY wrl0sJt9: i°~~# ~. Y

........._.....__.._... . .
California Envirt~nmentaC ~'rotection Agar~Gy

Prindtrd on Rac,Vct~u Phtpar
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tvir. Geana~opaulas and ~ttr.,lohn~r~n:
September 18, ~Q15
Page 2

cs~mpE~menta~ to oar activiki~s. This promp#~t~ CARB to stark an inves~ation ani~
discttssipns with the Volkswagen Group of Ame~~t (~Ji~if} can the reasons behind #~
huh NC?x erni~sit>ri~ pt rued ran their ~.0 titer diesel vehicles over r~a1 ~nro~ld driv~rtg
concl~Eions. A,s you knout, these disc~ssian~ over several msantha~ calm€rat+ are 1/U1t's
admission ire early Sepxernbe~ ~Q't 5 t~at~ it teas, s~nc~ mode! ye~~ ~OE~, em~layed
defeat device to c~r~cur~vent GARI~ a~rtci the IAA emis~ior~ test procedu~~~.

1M! initfal~ testing ~cr reptic~te t#~e ICC~`1~t11U testing a nd identi~jr the #achnscaf r~~so~s
for h~gtt eir~-road ern€~sians. 'Vifit sh~r the r~ssults of this tes#irig ~~d ~ prapt3sed
r+ libration fx for ttt~ Genf (dean t~tC?at T ie~h~o~agY? end ~ert~ {Sel~tiue CataEytic
Reduction (SCR tec~noi~y} wv~th ~P►~iB staff can Oec~mtur 2, 2t}1~4. Bas~1 on the
meeting, CARS artd SPA, a#!fiat ttt~s agre~ci that could impte erit the soft~n!are
recatl; howjever, CARE cauEi~ VV1l1t tt~a#ia~if tour +r ~nf{~,ata~y test~g~js r~~ that th(e fix
V~ ~Vl GV~I Li.~J~3 lAl~ Q~'l ~lG~ ~tJI1 ~~r UV.~p Nf~~ #*V~~4J Ilia Mf Ct 44} 4

V~Y1~6 G.11VlilOS 1ii~+a't.

Ba~e~d on this m i~g, VW initiated ~ vr~unt~ry r~ca{t in ~+acember 2t~44 whicl~t,
~CCOC'(1lt~~ 1D WV, a~f9d ~p(aPgXlfflA~jt ~Q~sQ~ Y8h~1E~5 ~t1 ~~tB ut1~8~t~ .~s~~t8~ {~J#)s~?C~~

in Ca(ifar~ria). The ~~call aff~cte~t afl 2pt}9 tc~ ~~'f4 moclai~y$~r duel fueled v icle~
et~utpped r~itlt Ger~7 ar~d t~er~2 techrtfols~gy. This recall. v,+as ctaime~ Sri! have ~rx~#
amang o#her things. the increases re~(wt~rtd driving t~Ux ~sua.

CARE aamm~nceii c~i~firm~tc~ry Ming on May E , 2~'~ ~ #c~ determine the efficacy c~i the
rec~it ~n b~rtit the Ggr~1 anc! Genf v~hicies. C~1RB rcc~nfirmatory t+ ti~g vsr~s C~arrspiete~c~
ors ~ 201 m~d~t-year G~r~~ tlW, test graup CV1NX02.OU4~. ~ko be faitt~wed with Genf
t~s~ng. CAFtE~ staff tastes! the"~ vehicle an required' c~cti`fi~tic~r~ cycles {F'CP. US06 and
t~S~u~ET} ~nc~ aver-the-~€~ad using a~ Pc bye ~miss~n Me~i urerrrent 5yst~m~ (P~IVIS~.
t7n game cart fixation crates, the re~alf calibratiQr~ res~tted ire tote ~eh~cl~ failing tie Nt'~x
standard. Q~ver-ihe-coati P~MS testing sl~c~w~ad that the recall ~;alibrat an did reduce cue
~m~ssians fa some de~r~e buf Nt~x emissions wrere s#i[t sign~cantty tt[gher than
expected,

To harre a more c~n~c~lle~d evaluatic~t~ of tt~ h~g~t Nt?x trb ry over they mad, GARB
developed a s~eciat dynannorYt~ft~r c;yci~ which c~ns~tec! o€ tfti~irf~ fhc~ Phase 2 por#ion
raf the. FTP repeatedly. ̀ fhis special cy~{e r~avealed ghat V1N'~ r~c~ll t~librati~r~ ditt
increase ~7ie~et Exhaust ~tuiti (QEF) dosing upe~n fni3~at st~utup: however, dosing was
nvt suifcient tt~ k~ t~t~?x ~m t~r~ lev~ts from rising fhroughaut the cycle. 'Phis
rescrtte~ in unccrntralted NQx emissions des}~~te the SCR re~chi~ suffiicient operating
temperatures.

GARS shared 'rte test r~sufts with VW cm July 8, 2Q1~. C~4R~ aEsa shar~cN its resutt~
with the SPA, Several Technical rr~eetings Stith ti/`W followed where tlW disc{used that
G~n1, ~e►~2 aid tt~e ~~115 ~o~~t year improuee~ SCR vehfci~ {knp+n as the n3} hari
a second cai~'~ratian intenders #s~ ruts t~rtt~r during r,,~rtt~catian testing: ~u~ing ~ meeting
on pte~n~r 3, ~Q1 a, VW adrnit~f to GARB ~c~d ~Pa staff that the~~ ueh~ctes were

The aowrS7y e1~+~P~ng~ tapr~ayP C~dilipi`rrr~ ft maf ~Evp+y CsuacHn/an stsr fv tsko inura~&ntr~ ecEion !a r~rdcfora prro+gY tonsumpt~aa

e ttst a(~rapte w,~ys jqu fan retfutt~ tftt~►t~rcf Unrt cut yai~ energ3r co5~s, see aor websrts • , . .

Catfamia ~nvironmentaf Prof~ctiar~ Agency

~i ~ ~ ~
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Mr. Cean~ctipoa~lo~ arid' ~v1r.Johrasan;
Semb~r 18, 2~'t~
Page 3

desig~i~d and m~r~urta+~ur~ with a defeat dev3c~ to bypa~s~ d~f+aat, ter t~errder
inoperative elemeta#s of it~e vehicles' :mission ~ntrc~! sy~~rn. ""his del~al z3evi~e .was
r~eitt~e~ describes r~crr justified in the cer#ifica#ion a~spiications subrn~l~d to EPA and
CARS,. Therefor, e~ v~hi so u'tpped could nt~f tie Cove red ~y. a vatitt fed~:rai
Certif~a#e of C~n~`c~rr~~ty= (CO~~ Qr GARB ~icecut~ve Order {EQ) anct would be in
vic~iatipn of f~der~~ and ~t~te law. ~:

~a~ed =upon our testing ~r~d discussions vv~tt~ iBtiV, CARS his dsterrnined that tie
pr+~v~aus mall did got address the high can-rid Nix emi~~igrts, and also resulted in
tthe v~,hid+~ fusi ng c~r~fic~tti~on ~tarrdards, "fheirefore, tt~e atl ~ dee ~c! 4neff~c~iv~
and is deemed uraappr~~9. WV rnu~t immediately n~ia~ disc~ssi~r~~ w'tk► BARB to
determine the ~pprr~priate ~orcecciiva ~ctiara t~ rectifiy the inn s~c~n nor mptianoe and
r~t~rr~ These vehicles (o the c~aimsd ce~i~ied ~nflgurs~bon. R8 pragrarx~ and
enforcement staff 3s pr+a~~ar~d tc► wcatte cit~s+aly wig VW 4~m end Force tre actions tc~ bring
#h~:ae veh'tctes fntc, cornp~ian~.

~Af~~ has ~Isa initiated are enfc~rc~ment ir~v~st~gati~r~ of UW reg~rdi~g ~l! mc~d~~-year
2~0~ thraug~ ~t1151i~ht-duty diesel vehicles. equip~e~ with 2.Q liter engines. We exec#
VW's felt r~opera~t~n in this nvest=gatiort so lhis issue cen b~ addressed expecliflously
~n+d approp~i~tely.

5in~erely,

Annette H~be~, Chief
Emissiotrts Compliant~e, Automa#ivy Regulations and Sttienc.~ C3 vi~i+~rt

cc: httr, Byron ~unk~r, Qir~ct4~
Car~rplien Dlvi~io~t
Once ~f Transportatit~ anci Air Quality
~f1~~ t~'~ J~1~C ~i'1C~ ~8S~1a~#t7C1

tl.S. E~virone~r~a8 Prote~iion Agency

fir. Lena Wehrly. Qire~t4r
Environmental Protection Agency
Light-dirty Vehi+cl~ Center
(?tf~ Tr~vet+ad [~~3ve

~lil! ~3 VN~Y ♦YF~ "iCQ }4/V

~r~forcemen# Division
Cat~fornia Air Resources Boar

7tw ~7nergy c1 er~gss reew~g Cea'iharrzie is r~aJ. ~w~y Gud%lomtan ~auoRfs to take ayarr da ec1~~ try rsds~e irnergy i~arasrmpt~on:
~r n h'st a~ waYs S'pc~ can rnti~rat dUma»d and cid yarr ~n~rrgy +,~p:.t:~ s~tr ou' »sbslte: ~i!!±x# ~ft~,~~.fti??!.

~~lifomia ~nvronmenta~ Prrrtectian ~+gency

i~iint~+r1 ~ 37a d Pry m.,,-~, ~.
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9/24/2015 Volkswagen Group Statement of Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn, CEO of Volkswagen AG:

k B.T1EIN .FSE: LI S~L HAFT

Add to File Folder

to overview

Wolfsburg, 2015-09-20

~~aterrrent of Prof. Dr. Martin Winterkorn, C~t~ of Volkswagen Afi:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and fihe California Air Resources Board
(EPA and GARB) revealed their findings that while testing diesel cars of the
Volkswagen Group they have detected manipulations that violate American
environmental standards.

The Board of Management at Volkswagen AG takes these findings very seriously. I
personally am deeply sorry that we have broken the trust of our customers and the
public. We will cooperate fully with the responsible agencies, with transparency and
urgency, to clearly, openly, and completely establish all of the facts of this case.
Volkswagen has ordered an external investigation of this matter.

We do not and will not tolerate violations of any kind of our internal rules or of the
law.

The trust of our customers and the public is and continues to be our most important
asset. We at Volkswagen will do everything that must be done in order to re-establish
the trust that so many people have placed in us, and we will do everything necessary

in order to reverse the damage this has caused. This matter has first priority for me,

personally, and for our entire Board of Management.

to overview

http://www.volkswagenag.com/content/vwcorp/info_center/en/news/2015/09/statement_ceo_of volkswagen_ag.html 1/1
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9/24/2015 Volkswagen Group Volkswagen AG has issued the following information

At:TIEtlGE SE4L 5C HF.iT

Add to File Folder

to overview

Ad hoc

2015-09-22

Disserr~inatie~n of an At1 hoc announcement accorcfirsg to ~ 15 WpHG:
Vt~(k~wagen AEG has issued the following information:

Volkswagen is working at full speed to clarify irregularities concerning a particular

software used in diesel engines. New vehicles from the Volkswagen Group with EU 6

diesel engines currently available in the European Union comply with legal
requirements and environmental standards. The software in question does not affect

handling, consumption or emissions. This gives clarity to customers and dealers.

Further internal investigations conducted to date have established that the relevant

engine management software is also installed in other Volkswagen Group vehicles

with diesel engines. For the majority of these engines the software does not have any

effect.

Discrepancies relate to vehicles with Type EA 189 engines, involving some eleven

million vehicles worldwide. A noticeable deviation between bench test results and

actual road use was established solely for this type of engine. Volkswagen is working

intensely to eliminate these deviations through technical measures, The company is

therefore in contact with the relevant authorities and the German Federal Motor

Transport Authority (KBA - Kraftfahrtbundesamt).

To cover- the necessary service measures and other efforts to win back the trust of

our customers, Volkswagen plans to set aside a provision of some 6.5 billion EUR
recognized in the profit and loss statement in the third quarter of the current fiscal

year, Due to the ongoing investigations the amounts estimated may be subject to
revaluation.
Earnings targets for the Group for 2015 will be adjusted accordingly.

Volkswagen does not tolerate any kind of violation of laws whatsoever. It is and

remains the top priority of the Board of Management to win back lost trust and to

avert damage to our customers. The Group will inform the public on the further

progress of the investigations constantly and transparently.

Download

Ad-hoc Release
PDF, 1 Pages, 9 KB

to overview

http://www.vol kswagenag.com/contenUvwcorp/info_center/en/news/2015/09/Ad_hoc_U S. htm i ~ ~~
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Volkswagen AG has issued the following information:

Volkswagen is working at full speed to clarify irregularities concerning a particular

software used in diesel engines. New vehicles from the Volkswagen Group with EU 6

diesel engines currently available in the European Union comply with legal
requirements and environmental standards. The software in question does not affect
handling, consumption or emissions. This gives clarity to customers and dealers.

Further internal investigations conducted to date have established that the relevant
engine management software is also installed in other Volkswagen Group vehicles with

diesel engines. For the majority of these engines the software does not have any effect.

Discrepancies relate to vehicles with Type EA 189 engines, involving some eleven

million vehicles worldwide. A noticeable deviation between bench test results and actual

road use was established solely for this type of engine. Volkswagen is working intensely

to eliminate these deviations through technical measures. The company is therefore in

contact with the relevant authorities and the German Federal Motor Transport Authority

(KBA — Kraftfahrtbundesamt).

To cover the necessary service measures and other efforts to win back the trust of our

customers, Volkswagen plans to set aside a provision of some 6.5 billion EUR

recognized in the profit and loss statement in the third quarter of the current fiscal year.

Due to the ongoing investigations the amounts estimated may be subject to revaluation.

Earnings targets for the Group for 2015 will be adjusted accordingly.

Volkswagen does not tolerate any kind of violation of laws whatsoever. It is and remains

the top priority of the Board of Management to win back lost trust and to avert damage

to our customers. The Group will inform the public on the further progress of the
investigations constantly and transparently.
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9/24/2015 Volkswagen Group Statement by Prof. Dr. Winterkorn

` L ~4
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to overview

Wolfsburg, 2015-09-23

Sfaternent by F~raf. Dr. 1lk/interkorn

""I am shocked by the events of the pasfi few days. Above ail, I am stunned that
misconduct on such a scale was possible in the Volkswagen Group.

As CEO I accept responsibility for the irregularities that have been found in diesel
engines and have therefore requested the Supervisory Board to agree on terminating
my function as CEO of the Volkswagen Group. I am doing this in the interests of the
company even though I am not aware of any wrong doing on my part.

Volkswagen needs a fresh start -also in terms of personnel. T am clearing the way
for this fresh start with my resignation.

I have always been driven by my desire to serve this company, especially our
customers and employees. Volkswagen has been, is and will always be my life.

The process of clarification and transparency must continue. This is the only way to
win back trust. I am convinced that the Volkswagen Group and its team will overcome
this grave crisis,"

to overview

http://www.volkswagenag.com/contenUvwcorp/i nfo_center/en/news/2015/09/Statement.htm I ~~~
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	1. Since at least 2009, Volkswagen has intentionally and systematically cheated its customers, lied to the government, violated the Clean Air Act, and misled the public in connection with its marketing and sale of vehicles equipped with so-called “TDI...
	2. Volkswagen secretly inserted an intricate code in the software contained in the Affected Vehicles’ electronic control module (“ECM”), which the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) calls a “defeat device,” that tracked steering and pedal movemen...
	3. Similar to at least 482,000 others who purchased or leased Affected Vehicles since 2009, Mrs. Turvill paid a premium to purchase a 2013 Jetta, with Clean Diesel TDI, precisely because Defendants touted it as an environmentally-friendly car, a cause...
	JURISDICTION AND VENUE
	4. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) because the amount in controversy exceeds $5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and minimal diversity exists because Plaintiff and many Class Members are citizens o...
	5. The Court has personal jurisdiction over all Defendants under Illinois law and the U.S. Constitution because they conduct regular and systematic business in the State of Illinois, have sufficient minimum contacts in the State of Illinois, and each ...
	6. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a) because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to these claims occurred in this District.  Plaintiff resides in this District and Volkswagen has advertised, marketed, sol...
	7. Plaintiff Marlene Turvill is an individual residing in the City of Evanston, located in Cook County, Illinois.  In November 2012, she purchased a new 2013 Volkswagen Jetta with a “TDI® clean diesel engine” from the Autobarn, an authorized Volkswage...
	8. Defendant Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. is a New Jersey corporation, with its principal place of business located in Herndon, Virginia.  It does business in all 50 states and in the District of Columbia.  At all relevant times, it designed, man...
	9. Defendant Volkswagen AG is a foreign, for-profit corporation.  Its principal place of business is at 38436 Wolfsburg, Germany.  Volkswagen AG is one of the world’s largest car manufacturers.  It owns and controls the brand names Volkswagen, Rolls-R...
	FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
	A. The Clean Air Act Prohibits “Defeat Devices.”
	10. The Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations were created to reduce nitrous oxides and other pollutants emitted by automobiles and require automobile manufacturers to install emission control devices to ensure that each diesel vehicle sold i...
	11. To accomplish this, the EPA administers a certification program and issues certificates of conformity (“COC”) to compliant vehicles.  40 C.F.R. § 86.1811-04.  Automobile manufacturers must first submit an application to obtain a COC, and must just...
	B. The Affected Vehicles Were Manufactured With Illegal “Defeat Devices.”
	12. Volkswagen’s advertisements assure consumers that its vehicles are equipped with the cleanest diesel engines in the market that are environmentally friendly and meet federal and state emission standards.
	13. Beginning in model year 2009, Volkswagen implemented its “clean diesel” campaign and marketed a technology called TDI – short for turbocharged direct injection – as delivering more torque, better fuel economy, and reduced CO2 emissions, as reflect...
	14. Some advertisements specifically emphasized the low emissions and eco-friendliness of the vehicles:
	15. Other advertisements addressed the full package, implying that in contrast to the “stinky, smoky, and sluggish” diesel vehicles of old, Volkswagen’s new diesel vehicles were clean, efficient, and powerful all at once:
	16. Volkswagen’s “clean diesel” representations, although false, matched others concerning Volkswagen’s alleged environmental conscience:
	At home in America and around the world, Volkswagen Group places environmental sustainability at the core of our operating philosophy.  We don’t just talk about it, we take action, finding inventive ways to be responsible in everything we do – and eve...
	17. Similarly, Volkswagen’s marketing for its Audi line of vehicles represented that “Audi pioneered TDI® clean diesel engines to deliver more torque, lower fuel consumption and reduce CO2 emissions, compared to equivalent gasoline engines.  The resul...
	18. Thus, Volkswagen sought to create an image of its diesel vehicles as having the cleanest diesel engines, being environmentally friendly, and meeting federal and state emission regulations.
	19. To date, Volkswagen has sold at least 482,000 Affected Vehicles in the U.S.  In 2013 alone, having exploited the environmental-sustainability theme, Volkswagen sold more than 100,000 “clean diesel” cars in the U.S., including Illinois.
	20. Volkswagen’s claims regarding environmental sustainability, however, cannot be reconciled with recent testing that shows the Affected Vehicles were freely spewing hazardous, smog-forming compounds in amounts up to 40 times the amount of emissions ...
	21. A May 15, 2014 report issued by West Virginia University’s Center for Alternative Fuels, Engines & Emissions found significantly elevated nitrous oxide emissions when the Affected Vehicles were driven in day-to-day, real-world conditions.  That re...
	22. These investigations confirmed that Volkswagen intentionally evaded the EPA’s test standards by manufacturing and installing software in the Affected Vehicles that sensed when the vehicle was being tested for compliance with EPA emission standards...
	23. Nitrous oxide is a gas that reacts with volatile organic compounds in the atmosphere, and its emission is regulated by the EPA.  It is a highly toxic emission.  Nitrous oxide emissions not only contribute to nitrogen dioxide, ground-level ozone, a...
	24. Volkswagen’s “road calibration” and “switch” are illegal “defeat devices,” which “bypass, defeat, or render inoperative elements of the vehicles’ emission control system that exist to comply with [Clean Air Act] emission standards,” and which Volk...
	25. This is not the first time either.  Volkswagen had a previous run-in with the EPA for selling vehicles that used “defeat devices” to disable pollution-control systems in four models of its vehicles produced in 1973.  It ultimately paid a $120,000 ...
	C. Volkswagen Admitted It Sold Vehicles Containing “Defeat Devices.”
	26. The EPA and CARB presented emission reports to Volkswagen, and the EPA ordered Volkswagen to recall the Affected Vehicles and repair them so that they comply with emission requirements during normal operation.  This culminated in a voluntary softw...
	27. In a meeting with EPA and CARB lab staff on September 3, 2015, and only after it became clear that CARB and the EPA would not approve the COCs for Volkswagen’s 2016 model year diesel vehicles, Volkswagen admitted “it had designed and installed a d...
	28. On September 20, 2015, Dr. Martin Winterkorn, then-CEO of Volkswagen AG, who has since resigned, stated, “I personally am deeply sorry that we have broken the trust of our customers and the public . . . Volkswagen has ordered an external investiga...
	29. The next day, during his address at the launch of the 2016 VW Passat on September 21, 2015, Michael Horn, the North America CEO of Volkswagen, admitted:  “Our company was dishonest with the EPA and the California Air Resources board, and with all ...
	30.  The following day, on September 22, 2015, Volkswagen issued an ad-hoc release, stating that it was “working at full speed to clarify irregularities concerning a particular software used in diesel engines . . . Discrepancies relate to vehicles wit...
	31. Then, on September 23, 2015, Dr. Winterkorn resigned as CEO, calling this a “grave crisis” and stating that “I am shocked by the events of the past few days.  Above all, I am stunned that misconduct on such a scale was possible in the Volkswagen G...
	D.  Plaintiff And Class Members Have Suffered Actual Harm and Damages.
	32. The vehicle purchased by Plaintiff, unknown to her at the time of purchase, was equipped with the above-mentioned “defeat device.”  Neither Volkswagen nor any of its agents, dealers, or other representatives informed Plaintiff of the existence of ...
	33. The use of the “defeat device” by Volkswagen has caused Plaintiff out-of-pocket loss, future attempted repairs, future additional fuel costs, and diminished value of her vehicle.  Volkswagen knew about and purposefully used the “defeat device,” bu...
	34. Further, Plaintiff and Class Members did not receive the “TDI® clean diesel engine” they bargained for due to Volkswagen’s false statements and fraudulent misrepresentations.  Plaintiff selected and ultimately purchased her vehicle, in part, becau...
	35. Even if Volkswagen is able to recall and make the roughly 482,000 Affected Vehicles sold in the U.S. since 2009 compliant with EPA emission requirements at all times during normal operation, it will require substantially reducing the power and eff...
	36. As a result of Volkswagen’s unfair, deceptive, and fraudulent business practices, and its failure to disclose that its diesel engines emitted up to 40 times the allowable limits of pollutants under normal operating conditions, owners and lessees o...
	37. Upon information and belief, Defendants have known of the defects described above since at least 2009.  Defendants intentionally installed the “defeat device” in the ECM software of the Affected Vehicles.  Defendants knew of the defects long befor...
	38. Defendants intentionally concealed the defect from the public, the Plaintiff, and Class Members until September 2015.  Plaintiff and the Class Members could not have discovered that Volkswagen was concealing its deception or fraud through the exer...
	39. Any applicable statute of limitation has therefore been tolled by Defendants’ knowledge and active concealment.
	40. Defendants were under a continuous duty to disclose to Plaintiff and Class Members the true character, quality, and nature of the Affected Vehicles, but instead, actively concealed such information and knowingly made misrepresentations about the q...
	41. The causes of action alleged herein did not accrue until Plaintiff and Class Members discovered that their vehicles had an illegal “defeat device.”  Plaintiff and Class Members had no realistic ability to discern that the vehicles were defective u...
	42. Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, Plaintiff brings this class action on her own behalf and on behalf of all persons similarly situated as members of the proposed Class, subject to amendment and additional discovery as follows:
	a. Nationwide Class: All persons or entities in the United States and District of  Columbia who purchased or leased the following Affected Vehicles:  2009 model  year VW Jetta  and VW Jetta Sportwagen; 2010 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta,  VW Jetta Spor...
	b. Illinois Class:  All persons in the State of Illinois who purchased or leased  the following Affected Vehicles:  2009 model year VW Jetta and VW Jetta  Sportwagen; 2010 model year VW Golf, VW Jetta, VW Jetta Sportwagen, and  Audi A3; 2011 model yea...
	43. Excluded from the Class are governmental entities, Defendants, including any entity in which Defendants have a controlling interest, along with their officers, directors, legal representatives, employees, assigns, heirs, successors, and wholly or ...
	44. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend the Class definition if discovery and further investigation reveal that any Class should be expanded, divided into additional subclasses, or modified in any other way.
	45. This action satisfies the requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(1).  The nationwide and statewide classes or subclasses are each too numerous for individual joinder of all their members to be practicable as there are nearly 500,000...
	46. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of the Class Members and arise from the same course of conduct by Defendants. The representative Plaintiff, like all Class Members, purchased or leased an Affected Vehicle designed, manufactured, market...
	47. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of the Class.  Plaintiff has retained counsel with substantial experience in prosecuting consumer class actions, including actions involving engineering and automobile issues...
	48. Plaintiff and her counsel are committed to vigorously prosecuting this action on behalf of the Class, and have the financial resources to do so.  Neither Plaintiff nor counsel has interests adverse to those of the Class.
	49. There are numerous questions of law and fact common to Plaintiff and Class Members that predominate over any question affecting only individual Class Members, the answers to which will advance resolution of the litigation as to all Class Members. ...
	a. Whether Defendants engaged in the conduct alleged herein;
	b. Whether Defendants designed, advertised, marketed, distributed,    leased, sold, or otherwise placed Affected Vehicles into the stream of    commerce in the United States;
	c. Whether the Affected Vehicles contained illegal “defeat devices”    designed to allow the vehicles to pass emission tests but to violate    emission standards at other times;
	d. Whether the  “defeat devices” cause excessive and illegal emissions;
	e. Whether Defendants sold the Affected Vehicles with a “defeat device”    in order to circumvent federal and state clean air statutes and emission    regulations;
	f. Whether Defendants concealed the “defeat devices”;
	g. The extent to which Defendants knew about the “defeat devices” from     2009 to the present;
	h. Whether the “TDI® clean diesel engine” contains a defect that does not    comply with U.S. regulatory requirements;
	i. Whether Defendants’ use of the “defeat device” manipulated the     performance and fuel efficiency of the Affected Vehicles;
	j. Whether Defendants falsely marketed the Affected Vehicles as     environmentally friendly and “clean,” and failed to disclose that the    Affected Vehicles fail to meet federal and state emission standards;
	k. Whether Defendants’ marketing campaign was likely to deceive a     reasonable person;
	l. Whether any recall fix will result in reduced value of the Affected    Vehicles;
	m. Whether any recall fix will result in higher fuel consumption;
	n. Whether any recall fix will reduce the horsepower of the Affected    Vehicles;
	o. Whether Defendants made unlawful and misleading representations,    or material omissions about the Affected Vehicles;
	p. Whether Defendants represented that the Affected Vehicles have     characteristics, uses, benefits, or qualities that they do not have;
	q. Whether Defendants’ concealment of the true defective nature of the    Affected Vehicles induced Plaintiff and Class Members to act to their    detriment by purchasing or leasing the Affected Vehicles;
	r. Whether Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions concerning the    use of a “defeat device” were likely to deceive a reasonable person;
	s. Whether Plaintiff and the other Class Members overpaid for their    Affected Vehicles;
	t. Whether a reasonable customer would pay less for an Affected Vehicle    if the use of a “defeat device” was disclosed at the time of purchase or    lease;
	u. Whether a reasonable customer would pay less for an Affected Vehicle    that did not comply with federal and state clean air statutes and     emission regulations;
	v. Whether Defendants engaged in unlawful, unfair, or deceptive business    practices, as alleged herein;
	w. Whether Defendants’ unlawful, unfair, and deceptive practices harmed    Plaintiff and Class Members;
	x. Whether the Affected Vehicles suffered a diminution of value as a    result of Defendants’ deceptive business practices:
	y. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates consumer protection statutes,    warranty laws, and other laws as set forth herein, including, but not    limited to, the Illinois Consumer Fraud Act, 815 ILCS § 505/1, et seq.;
	z. Whether the Affected Vehicles were unfit for the ordinary purposes for    which they were used, in violation of the implied warranty of     merchantability;
	aa. Whether Defendants have been unjustly enriched by their conduct;
	bb. Whether Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to equitable relief,    including, but not limited to, restitution or injunctive relief;
	cc. Whether Plaintiffs and Class Members are entitled to damages,     compulsory, and other monetary relief and, if so, in what amount;
	dd. Whether injunctive relief enjoining the re-occurrence of Defendants’    conduct, or declaratory relief that such conduct is unlawful, is     warranted;
	ee. Whether punitive damages should be awarded; and
	ff. What aggregate amount of statutory penalties is sufficient to punish and    deter Defendants and to vindicate statutory and public policy.

	50. Defendants have acted in a uniform manner with respect to Plaintiff and Class Members.  Each Affected Vehicle is defective in the same way, Defendants misrepresented each Affected Vehicle in the ways described herein, and Plaintiff and Class Membe...
	51. The Class is manageable because Defendants keep records on sale for purposes of issuing recall notices.  Identifying Class Members and resolving common liability questions will therefore be manageable.  There are no individual questions of liability.
	52. Allowing the prosecution of these claims as separate actions would create the risk of the establishment of incompatible standards of conduct being imposed on Defendants; would risk needlessly duplicative results and protracted proceedings; and is ...
	Superiority
	53. Plaintiff and Class Members have all suffered and will continue to suffer harm and damages as a result of Defendants’ unlawful and wrongful conduct.  A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of ...
	54. The prosecution of separate actions by the individual Class Members on the claims asserted herein would create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications for individual Class Members, which would establish incompatible standards of conduct fo...
	55. Absent a class action, most Class Members would likely find the cost of litigating their individual claims prohibitively high and would therefore have no effective remedy at law.  Because the damages suffered by each individual Class member may be...
	56. The conduct of this lawsuit as a class action presents far fewer management difficulties, it better conserves judicial resources and the parties’ resources, and it more effectively protects the rights of each Class Member than would piecemeal liti...
	CLAIMS FOR RELIEF
	COUNT I – VIOLATION OF THE MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT,
	15 U.S.C. § 2301, et seq.
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	57. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 56 above as paragraphs 1 through 56 of Count I as if fully set forth herein.
	58. This Court has jurisdiction to decide claims brought under 15 U.S.C. § 2301 by virtue of 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)-(d).
	59. The Affected Vehicles are “consumer products” within the meaning of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(1).
	60. Plaintiff and Class Members are “consumers” within the meaning of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(3), because they are persons entitled under applicable state law to enforce against the warrantor the obligations of its express and...
	61. Defendants are “supplier[s]” and “warrantor[s]” within the meaning of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)-(5).
	62. The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1) provides a cause of action for any consumer who is damaged by the failure of a warrantor to comply with an express or implied warranty.
	63. Defendants provided Plaintiff and Class Members with implied warranties of merchantability in connection with the purchase or lease of their vehicles that are warranties within the meaning of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2301(7).  A...
	64. Defendants also provided Plaintiff and Class Members who purchased or leased a new Affected Vehicle with a Manufacturer’s Warranty, which provides “bumper-to-bumper” limited express warranty coverage for a minimum of 3 years or 36,000 miles, which...
	65. Consistent with federal law, Defendants further provided Plaintiff and Class Members with a “performance warranty” and a “design and defect warranty” that are directly applicable to the Affected Vehicles.  In the event that a vehicle fails an emis...
	66. Defendants breached these warranties, as described in more detail above, and are therefore liable to Plaintiff and Class Members pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1).  Without limitation, the Affected Vehicles share common defects in that they are e...
	67. In their capacity as warrantors, as Defendants had knowledge of the inherent defects in the Affected Vehicles, any efforts to limit the warranties in a manner that would exclude coverage of the Affected Vehicles is unconscionable, and any such eff...
	68. The limitations on the warranties are procedurally unconscionable.  There was unequal bargaining power between Defendants and Plaintiff and other Class Members, as, at the time of purchase or lease, Plaintiff and Class Members had no other options...
	69. The limitations on the warranties are substantively unconscionable as well.  Defendants knew that the Affected Vehicles were defective and failed to disclose these defects to Plaintiff and Class Members.
	70. Plaintiff and Class Members have had sufficient direct dealings with Defendants or their agents to establish privity of contract in that Plaintiff and Class Members purchased the Affected Vehicles with software containing the “defeat devices” from...
	71. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 2310(e), Plaintiff is entitled to bring this class action and is not required to give Defendants notice and an opportunity to cure until such time as the Court determines the representative capacity of Plaintiff pursuant to...
	72. Moreover, affording Defendants an opportunity to cure their breach of written warranties would be unnecessary and futile here.  At the time of sale or lease of each Affected Vehicle, Defendants knew, or should have known, or were reckless in not k...
	73. Plaintiff and Class Members would suffer economic hardship if they returned their Affected Vehicles but did not receive the return of all payments made by them.  Because Defendants have no available cure, Plaintiff and Class Members have not re-ac...
	74. All jurisdictional prerequisites have been satisfied.  The amount in controversy of Plaintiff’s individual claims meets or exceeds the sum of $25.  The amount in controversy of this action exceeds the sum of $50,000, exclusive of interest and cost...
	75. As a result of Defendants’ breach of warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to revoke their acceptance of the Affected Vehicles, obtain all damages and equitable relief, including diminution in value of their vehicles, and obtain cos...
	76. Further, based on Defendants’ continuing failures to fix the known defects, Plaintiff also seeks a declaration that Defendants have not adequately implemented their recall commitments and requirements and general commitments to fix their failed pr...
	77. Plaintiff also requests, as a form of monetary relief, re-payment of out-of-pocket expenses and costs that she and the other Class Members have incurred in attempting to rectify the defects.  Such expenses and losses will continue as Plaintiff and...
	78. The right of Class Members to recover these expenses as an equitable matter to put them in the place they would have been but for Defendants’ conduct presents common questions of law.  Equity and fairness requires the establishment by Court decree...
	79. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 78 above as paragraphs 1 through 78 of Count II as if fully set forth herein.
	80. Defendants intentionally designed the “defeat device” described above to circumvent the requirement of the Clean Air Act, and falsely certified to the EPA that the Affected Vehicles use the “clean diesel” technology described above in a manner tha...
	81. At the same time, between 2009 and the present, Defendants intentionally marketed and advertised the Affected Vehicles as “clean” and described the engine as a “clean diesel.”
	82. Defendants knowingly made false representations and material omissions regarding the true nature of the Affected Vehicles.  Defendants knew that the Affected Vehicles were designed and manufactured with illegal “defeat devices,” but Defendants con...
	83. Plaintiff and Class Members’ Affected Vehicles were, in fact, defective at the time of purchase or lease.
	84. Defendants had a duty to disclose the true facts about the Affected Vehicles to potential and actual customers, the public, and the EPA, but failed to do so.  Defendants had superior knowledge and access to those facts, and the facts were not know...
	85. Plaintiff and Class Members trusted Defendants not to sell or lease vehicles to them that were defective or that violated the Clean Air Act, and reasonably relied on the representations made by Defendants, in believing that they were paying a prem...
	86. Plaintiff and Class Members did not know, and had no way of knowing, that Defendants’ representations were false.
	87. Defendants breached their duties in order to profit at the expense of Plaintiff, the Class, and the public, who were all put at risk from illegally-elevated nitrous oxide emissions.
	88. The aforementioned concealment was material because had the Plaintiff and the Class known the true facts regarding the Affected Vehicles, they would not have purchased or leased the vehicles.  In fact, had Defendants disclosed the true facts to th...
	89. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ fraudulent concealment and suppression of the true facts regarding the Affected Vehicles, Plaintiff and Class Members have sustained and will continue to sustain damages in many ways, all arising fro...
	90. Defendants’ acts were done maliciously, oppressively, deliberately, with intent to defraud, and in reckless disregard of Plaintiff’s and Class Members’ rights and well-being to enrich Defendants.  Defendants’ conduct also warrants an assessment of...
	91. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 90 above as paragraphs 1 through 90 of Count III as if fully set forth herein.
	92. This Count is brought on behalf of Plaintiff and the Illinois Class.
	93. Defendants, Plaintiff, and the Illinois Class are “persons” as that term is defined in the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act (“ICFDBPA”), 815 ILCS § 505/1(c).
	94. Plaintiff and the Illinois Class are “consumers” as that term is defined in 815 ILCS § 505/1(e).
	95. Defendants engaged in “trade” or “commerce” within the meaning of 815 ILCS § 505/1(f) by manufacturing, selling, distributing and introducing the Affected Vehicles in interstate commerce.
	96. Section 2 of the ICFDBPA, 815 ILCS § 505/2, provides in pertinent part:
	97. Defendants sold Affected Vehicles in Illinois and throughout the United States during the Class Period.
	98. Defendants’ sales of Affected Vehicles within Illinois and throughout the United States meet the definition of “sale” as that term is defined in 815 ILCS § 505/1(d).
	99. The Affected Vehicles constitute “merchandise” as that term is defined in 815 ILCS § 505/1(b).
	100. Defendants’ advertisements and inducements made within Illinois and throughout the United States come within the definition of “advertisements” as contained in 815 ILCS § 505/1(a).
	101. Defendants have violated the ICFDBPA by engaging in unfair and deceptive practices, which offend public policies and are immoral, unethical, unscrupulous, and substantially injurious to consumers.  Defendants’ unfair and deceptive practices are l...
	102. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA when they represented, through advertising, warranties, and other express representations, that the Affected Vehicles had characteristics and benefits that they did not actually have.
	103. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA when they falsely represented, through advertising, warranties, and other express representations, that the Affected Vehicles were of a certain quality or standard when they were not.
	104. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA by fraudulently concealing from or failing to disclose to Plaintiff and the Illinois Class the defects associated with the Affected Vehicles.
	105. Defendants violated the ICFDBPA by actively misrepresenting in, or concealing and omitting from, their advertising, marketing, and other communications, material information regarding the Affected Vehicles, and leading Plaintiff and the Illinois ...
	106. Defendants intentionally and knowingly misrepresented or concealed these material facts regarding the Affected Vehicles with intent to mislead Plaintiff and the Illinois Class.
	107. The deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, concealment, suppression, or omission of material facts alleged in the preceding paragraphs occurred in connection with Defendants’ conduct of trade or commerce in Illinois a...
	108. Defendants’ deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, concealment, suppression, or omission caused Plaintiff and the Illinois Class to purchase or lease said vehicles that they would otherwise not have had they known the...
	109. As a result of Defendants’ unlawful business practices, Plaintiff and the Illinois Class, pursuant to 815 ILCS § 505/10(a), are entitled to an order enjoining such future conduct and such other orders and monetary judgments that may be necessary ...
	COUNT IV – BREACH OF CONTRACT
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	110. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 109 above as paragraphs 1 through 109 of Count IV as if fully set forth herein.
	111. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein, including Defendants’ failure to disclose the existence of the “defeat devices,” caused Plaintiff and Class Members to purchase or lease their Affected Vehicles.
	112. Absent those misrepresentations and omissions, Plaintiff and Class Members would not have purchased or leased those Affected Vehicles, would not have purchased or leased those Affected Vehicles at the prices they paid, or would have purchased or ...
	113. Each and every sale or lease of the Affected Vehicles constitutes a valid, enforceable contract between Defendants and the purchaser or lessee.  Defendants breached these contracts by selling or leasing to Plaintiff and Class Members the Affected...
	114. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ breach of contract, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, including, but not limited to, all compensatory damages, incidental and consequential damages, a...
	COUNT V – UNJUST ENRICHMENT
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	115. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 114 above as paragraphs 1 through 114 of Count V as if fully set forth herein.
	116. Plaintiff and Class Members paid the value of vehicles that: (a) have fully operational emission control systems that comply with federal and state emission standards, (b) are not compromised by the need for repairs, and (c) can be legally operat...
	117. As a result of Defendants’ unlawful and deceptive actions alleged herein, Defendants were enriched at the expense of and to the detriment of Plaintiff and Class Members.
	118. Defendants were aware of the unlawful and deceptive actions alleged herein.
	119. Under the circumstances, it would be against equity and good conscience to permit Defendants to retain the ill-gotten benefits they received from Plaintiff and Class Members.  Thus, it would be unjust and inequitable for Defendants to retain the ...
	120. Therefore, Defendants are required to disgorge profits that flowed to them as a direct result of their unlawful and deceptive conduct.
	COUNT VI – BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTY
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	121. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 120 above as paragraphs 1 through 120 of Count VI as if fully set forth herein.
	122. Defendants made numerous representations, descriptions, and promises to Plaintiff and Class Members regarding the performance and emission controls of the Affected Vehicles.
	123. By advertising the “clean” qualities of its diesel engines, Defendants expressly warranted to Plaintiff and Class Members that the Affected Vehicles at least complied with all applicable laws and regulations relating to exhaust emissions, as it w...
	124. Moreover, by advertising the low emissions in conjunction with statements regarding the performance, torque, and fuel efficiency, Defendants warranted to purchasers and lessees of Affected Vehicles that the vehicles would demonstrate this combina...
	125. In fact, in ordinary driving conditions, the Affected Vehicles did not comply with applicable environmental regulations and instead emitted up to 40 times the amount of pollutants allowed during normal operation.  As such, it was unlawful for Def...
	126. In addition, Defendants stated that the Affected Vehicles achieved certain fuel economy when tested in accordance with applicable EPA regulations.  Those statements created an express warranty that the vehicle achieved the stated fuel efficiency,...
	127. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied on Defendants’ representations in purchasing the Affected Vehicles, which did not perform as warranted.  Unbeknownst to Plaintiff and Class Members, their vehicles included “defeat devices” that cause...
	128. As a result of the foregoing breaches of express warranty, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in that they purchased vehicles that were unlawfully sold, did not comply with government regulations, did not perform as promised, and were ...
	COUNT VII – BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	129. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 128 above as paragraphs 1 through 128 of Count VII as if fully set forth herein.
	130. Defendants made implied warranties concerning the Affected Vehicles, including, but not limited to, the implied warranty of merchantability.  Indeed, Defendants made numerous representations, descriptions, and promises to Plaintiff and Class Memb...
	131. Plaintiff and Class Members were intended third-party beneficiaries of the implied warranty of merchantability and reasonably relied on Defendants’ representations in purchasing the Affected Vehicles.  Plaintiff and Class Members also relied on t...
	132. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants knew or had reason to know that the Affected Vehicles would be used for a particular purpose and that Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably rely on Defendants’ skill a...
	133. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants also knew or had reason to know that Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably believe that they were of the same quality as those generally acceptable in the trade, were ...
	134. Defendants knew or had reason to know that their representations, descriptions, and promises regarding the “clean diesel” engines were false.
	135. When Plaintiff and Class Members purchased Defendants’ diesel vehicles, they did not conform to the promises or affirmations of fact made in Defendants’ promotional materials, including that the vehicles were designed to meet the most demanding e...
	136. As such, the Affected Vehicles were not of merchantable quality as warranted by Defendants, and failed to conform to Defendants’ implied warranty regarding their functionality.
	137. Defendants breached their implied warranty of merchantability concerning the Affected Vehicles.
	138. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ false and misleading representations and warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members suffered significant injury when Defendants sold or leased them cars that are now worth far less than the purchase or...
	COUNT VIII – BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	139. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 138 above as paragraphs 1 through 138 of Count VIII as if fully set forth herein.
	140. Defendants made express warranties concerning the Affected Vehicles, including, but not limited to, warranties in their sales materials and website regarding that Defendants’ products are warranted to be free of defects in material, manufacturing...
	141. Defendants intended that their express warranties were extended to and would benefit Plaintiff and Class Members.
	142. At the time the Affected Vehicles were purchased or leased, Defendants knew or had reason to know that the Affected Vehicles would be used for a particular purpose and that Plaintiff and Class Members would justifiably rely on Defendants’ skill a...
	143. The Affected Vehicles were not suitable for the particular purpose.
	144. Defendants breached their implied warranty of fitness concerning the Affected Vehicles.
	145. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ false and misleading representations and warranties, Plaintiff and Class Members suffered significant injury when Defendants sold or leased them cars that are now worth far less than the purchase or...
	COUNT IX – NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	146. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 145 above as paragraphs 1 through 145 of Count IX as if fully set forth herein.
	147. Plaintiff and Class Members purchased their Affected Vehicles based upon representations and advertisements wherein Defendants stated that their “clean diesel” vehicles were “clean,” fuel efficient, and compliant with federal and state emission g...
	148. Defendants knew or should have known that the Affected Vehicles were not compliant with federal and state emission guidelines.
	149. Defendants had a duty to provide honest and accurate information to their customers so they could make informed decisions regarding the purchase or lease of automobiles.
	150. Defendants negligently failed to disclose material facts concerning the quality, performance, and emissions compliance of the Affected Vehicles.  As alleged herein, Defendants misled consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members, regarding the...
	151. By misrepresenting the true nature of the Affected Vehicles, Defendants misrepresented to Plaintiff, Class Members, the public, and governmental agencies the actual amount of harmful emissions being placed into the environment.  Additionally, Pla...
	152. These misrepresentations were made with the intention to induce Plaintiff and Class Members to rely upon them and purchase the Affected Vehicles.
	153. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied upon Defendants’ misrepresentations that the Affected Vehicles were compliant with U.S. laws.  Plaintiff and Class Members did not know and had no way of knowing that Defendants’ negligent representat...
	154. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions as alleged herein, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial, including, but not limited to, compensatory damages for the loss ...
	COUNT X – INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
	(Nationwide and Illinois Class)
	155. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 154 above as paragraphs 1 through 154 of Count X as if fully set forth herein.
	156. Plaintiff and Class Members purchased their Affected Vehicles based upon representations and advertisements wherein Defendants stated that their “clean diesel” vehicles were “clean,” fuel efficient, and compliant with federal and state emission g...
	157. Defendants knew or should have known that the Affected Vehicles were not compliant with federal and state emission guidelines.
	158. Defendants had a duty to provide honest and accurate information to its customers so they could make informed decisions regarding the purchase or lease of automobiles.
	159. Defendants intentionally failed to disclose material facts concerning the quality, performance, and emissions compliance of the Affected Vehicles.  As alleged herein, Defendants misled consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members, regarding t...
	160. By misrepresenting the true nature of the Affected Vehicles, Defendants misrepresented to Plaintiff, Class Members, the public, and governmental agencies the actual amount of harmful emissions being placed into the environment.  Additionally, Pla...
	161. These misrepresentations were made with the intention to induce Plaintiff and Class Members to rely upon them and purchase the Affected Vehicles.
	162. Plaintiff and Class Members reasonably relied upon Defendants’ misrepresentations that the Affected Vehicles were compliant with U.S. laws.  Plaintiff and Class Members did not know and had no way of knowing that Defendants’ negligent representat...
	163. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions as alleged herein, Plaintiff and Class Members have been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial, including, but not limited to, compensatory damages for the loss ...
	164. In addition, Defendants’ wrongful acts and omissions was gross, reckless, and in bad faith, which subjected and continues to subject Plaintiff and Class Members to monetary loss and unjust hardship in willful and conscious disregard of their righ...
	COUNT XI – VIOLATIONS OF STATE CONSUMER PROTECTION
	AND UNFAIR COMPETITION STATUTES
	(Nationwide Class)
	165. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 164 above as paragraphs 1 through 164 of Count XI as if fully set forth herein.
	166. Defendants engaged in unfair competition or unfair, unconscionable, deceptive, or fraudulent acts or practices with respect to the sale or lease of the Affected Vehicles in violation of consumer protection and unfair competition statutes in every...
	167. Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions regarding the emission compliance of its Affected Vehicles as detailed above were likely to deceive a reasonable consumer, and the information would be material to a reasonable consumer.
	168. Defendants’ intentional and purposeful acts, described above, were intended and did cause Plaintiff and Class Members to pay artificially-inflated prices for Affected Vehicles purchased or leased in the states (and the District of Columbia) liste...
	169. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ unlawful conduct, Plaintiff and Class Members have been injured in their business and property in that they paid more for the Affected Vehicles than they otherwise would have paid in the absence of ...
	170. All of the wrongful conduct herein alleged occurred in the course of Defendants’ business.  Defendants’ wrongful conduct is part of a pattern of a generalized course of conduct that was perpetrated nationwide.
	171. Plaintiff and Class Members are therefore entitled to all appropriate relief as provided for by the laws of the states above, including but not limited to, actual damages, injunctive relief, attorneys’ fees and equitable relief, such as restituti...
	COUNT XII – FALSE ADVERTISING UNDER 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)
	(Nationwide Class)
	172. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 171 above as paragraphs 1 through 171 of Count XII as if fully set forth herein.
	173. Defendants’ statements, advertisements, and promotional activities, as described above, were false and misleading in material respects, including, but not limited to, with respect to the suitability of operation of the Affected Vehicles in the or...
	174. Defendants’ statements and omissions deceived a substantial segment of potential consumers, including Plaintiff and Class Members.
	175. This deception is material because it influenced Plaintiff and Class Members’ decision when deciding what car to purchase or lease.
	176. Defendants’ false and misleading advertising statements and omissions violate Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).
	177. The Affected Vehicles are in interstate commerce, as that term is defined in the Lanham Act, because Defendants do business in all 50 states (and the District of Columbia).
	178. Plaintiff and Class Members were injured and continue to be injured as a result of the false and misleading statements and omissions.
	179. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117, Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to recover from Defendants the damages sustained by them as a result of Defendants’ violations, as well as the gains, profits, and advantages that Defendants have obtained, an...
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